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cannabis news focus
Jack Henion Joins Cannabis
Science and Technology®’s
Editorial Advisory Board

Cannabis Science and Technology®
and Cannabis Patient Care™ Partner with
Havas ECS to Offer Endocannabinoid
Educational Courses

By Madeline Colli

Megan L’Heureux

C A NN A B IS SCIENCE A ND T ECHNOLO GY is
pleased to announce the addition of Jack Henion
to its editorial advisory board (EAB).
Dr. Henion is an Emeritus Professor of Toxicology at Cornell University where he participated as
a member of the College of Veterinary Medicine
commencing in 1976. He cofounded Advion BioSciences in 1993 where he then served as President and CEO until 2006 when he became CSO of
Advion, Inc.
Dr. Henion’s research covers a broad landscape, ranging from areas involving gas chromatography–mass spectrometry (GC–MS) and
liquid chromatography–tandem mass spectrometry (LC–MS/MS) techniques. His accomplishments don’t end in research, Dr. Henion has received three Doctor Honoris Causa (Honorary
Doctorate) degrees in recognition of his international reputation in modern analytical techniques from the University of Ghent, Uppsala University, and Albany University. During his
time at Cornell University, Dr. Henion explored
the areas of LC–MS utilizing atmospheric pressure ionization (API) sources. He has published
235 peer-reviewed papers in scientific literature,
trained around 100 students, post-doctoral scientists, and trainees.
In April 2017, Dr. Henion was awarded the Outstanding Contribution to Anti-Doping Science
Award from the Partnership for Clean Competition (PCC) for his development of a novel BookType Dried Plasma Spot Card. Following suit,
Dr. Henion was honored as the winner of the
2018 Bioanalysis Outstanding Contribution Award
(BOSCA) in the fall of 2017.
As of December 2019, Dr. Henion retired from
Advion, Inc. and is now utilizing his time and
knowledge as a consultant on behalf of Henion
Enterprises.
For a complete list of the Cannabis
Science and Technology® Editorial Advisory Board
please visit: www.cannabissciencetech.com/
cannabis-science-and-technology-editorialadvisory-board.
®
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The comprehensive training curriculum is for all levels of
students and features three course offerings.
CANNABIS
SCIENCE
AND
TECHNOLOGY ®, Cannabis Patient
Care ™, and Havas ECS are excited
to announce a new partnership
to bring a comprehensive training curriculum to all levels of students from healthcare professionals and patients to parents,
caregivers, and budtenders.
“Education is key to our mission
and core values,” said Mike Hennessy Jr., president and CEO of MJH
Life Sciences™, the parent company
of Cannabis Science and Technology® and Cannabis Patient Care™.
“We are thrilled to offer our professional audience the opportunity to become more qualified in understanding the endocannabinoid
system and its therapeutic context
from an innovative well-credentialed education partner.”
The curriculum features three
course offerings, allowing one to
learn the basics of the endocannabinoid system (ECS) or earn continuing medical education (CME) credits
in either a three-CME course or a 12CME course.
“Introduction to Endocannabinoid Medicine” is a foundational course designed to introduce healthcare professionals to
the ECS and its therapeutic potential. Successful completion of
this online learning system confers a total of three AMA PRA Category 1 Credits™ and an Introduction to Endocannabinoid Medicine

certificate from Cannabis Patient
Care ™.
“Certification in Endocannabinoid Medicine” is a comprehensive course for medical professionals interested in gaining accredited
certification in endocannabinoid
medicine. Successful completion
of all four modules confers a total
of 12 AMA PRA Category 1 Credits™
and a Certificate in Endocannabinoid Medicine from Cannabis Patient Care ™.
“Certification in Endocannabinoid Science” is an interactive
learning system designed to introduce any learner to the ECS and its
potential therapeutic impact. Those
successfully completing this module receive an Endocannabinoid
Science Certificate from Cannabis
Patient Care™.
“Together, with Cannabis Science
and Technology® and Cannabis
Patient Care ™, we are able to offer a comprehensive educational resource that includes exceptional medical cannabis content,
thought-provoking condition-specific webcasts, and exam-based
endocannabinoid system certification for medical professionals,
patients, caregivers, and industry
professionals,” said Rob Dhoble,
managing director of Havas ECS.
To learn more about the different courses and enroll, please
visit www.cannabissciencetech.
com/courses.

cannabissciencetech.com

Are You Still High? THC Metabolites in Urine

The Hamilton PRP-C18 reversed-phase column offers
good selectivity and peak shape when detecting the three
major components of THC metabolites in urine. As shown
in Figure 2, samples spiked with metabolites in urine show
good correlation in low concentrations and rapid sample
analysis can be achieved in under eight minutes. In addition
to good column performance, all Hamilton columns come
with value added features that include great chemical and
thermodynamic stability and increased lifetime due to their
PS-DVB backbone.
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Figure 2: Urine sample spiked with 3 ng/mL of THC metabolites.

Column Information
Packing Material

PRP-C18, 5 µm

P/N

79676

Chromatographic Conditions
Gradient

0.00 –2.00 min, 5%B
2.01–3 min, 5–50%B
3.01–8 min, 50 –95%B
8.01–10 min, 95%B

Temperature

35°C

Injection Volume

5 µL

Detection

UV at 230 nm

Dimensions

150 x 4.6 mm

Eluent A

10 mM CH 3 COONH 4

Eluent B

CH 3 CN

Flow Rate

2.0 mL/min

1)

Lucas, C.J.; Galettis, P.; Schneider, J. The pharmacokinetics and the
pharmacodynamics of cannabinoids. Br. J. Clin. Pharmacol. 2018, 84,
2477–2482.

2)

Grotenhermen, F. Pharmacokinetics and Pharmacodynamics
of Cannabinoids. Clin. Pharmacokinet. 2003, 42, 327–360.

3)

Huestis, M.A. Pharmacokinetics and Metabolism of the Plant Cannabinoids,
D9-Tetrahydrocannibinol Cannabidiol and Cannabinol. In Cannabinoids;
Pertwee, R.G., Ed.; Springer: Berlin/Heidelberg, Germany, 2005; pp.
657–690. ISBN 978-3-540-26573-3.

4)

Harvey, D.J. Absorption, Distribution, and Biotransformation of the
Cannabinoids. In Marihuana and Medicine; Nahas, G.G., Sutin, K.M., Harvey,
D., Agurell, S., Pace, N., Cancro, R., Eds.; Humana Press: Totowa, NJ, USA,
1999; pp. 91–103. ISBN 978-1-59259-710-9.
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In humans, cytochrome P450 contains three
primary enzymes involved in the metabolism of Δ9tetrahydrocannabinol (CYP2C9, CYP2C19, CYP3A4).
These enzymes are mostly found in the liver, but can occur
in other lipophilic tissues like brain, small intestine, heart,
and lungs. THC elimination in the body is dictated by the
accumulation of the compound in both adipose tissue and
plasma and, due to the lipophilicity of THC, the determination
of the concentration through excretion is difficult.1,2 Likewise,
states have passed regulations allowing for the legal use of
both medicinal and recreational cannabis while workplaces in
those states continue to dictate safety regulations with a zero
tolerance drug policy culminating in a urine test to determine
compliance. With more than 100 THC metabolites, detection
of the most abundant, 11-hydroxy-THC, 11-carboxy-THC
glucuronide, and 11-carboxy-THC, hold the most focus.
Typically, between 80% and 90% of the THC consumed is
excreted as carboxylate and hydroxylate metabolites.3,4

Figure 1: Most abundant THC metabolites.
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Turning the Page to a New Year
HAPPY NEW YEAR, readers! I think we can all agree
that 2020 was one of the most challenging—if not the
most challenging—years we’ve ever faced globally.
Just like many of you, I was glad to turn the calendar page over to 2021, but unfortunately we are still
faced with many of the same challenges from last
year. However, there have been a lot of amazing scientific feats and triumphs along the way. For example,
cannabis research has led to some interesting develMegan L’Heureux
opments related to COVID-19 and fighting cytokine
Group Editorial
Director, storms, as recently highlighted in some of our regular
Cannabis Science columns and news coverage (1,2). Scientific innovation
and Technology®;
was also discussed in a letter from Mike Hennessy Sr,
Cannabis
Patient Care ™ the founder and chairman of MJH Life Sciences—our
mlheureux@ parent company (3). In his letter, Hennessy highlights
mjhlifesciences.com
the incredible work by the pharmaceutical industry
to roll out a vaccine in just nine months. I think we
can all agree that this vaccine development was an
incredible scientific accomplishment that will hopefully allow us to come back together at conferences
and industry networking events in 2021.
Cannabis Science and Technology® has been doing its part to keep you all connected as best we
can through our various webcasts and virtual symposia. Last year we held the most events ever with
approximately 20 webcasts and several two-day virtual symposia well as a few half day symposiums. All
of these events are free to attend and available on
demand for a full year, so please visit https://www.
cannabissciencetech.com/webcasts and sign up for
any events you may have missed live.
We also recently partnered with Havas ECS to offer a comprehensive training curriculum for all levels of students—from healthcare professionals to
patients, parents, caregivers, and budtenders. With
three different course offerings, you can choose to
learn the basics of the endocannabinoid system or
earn continuing medical education (CME) credits in
either a 3-CME course or 12-CME course. Please visit our Courses page to learn more: https://www.
cannabissciencetech.com/courses
Last, but certainly not least, we launched a new
sister publication focused solely on medical cannabis called Cannabis Patient Care ™ in November 2020
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(4). This publication is an educational resource for
patients, doctors, nurses, pharmacists, and caregivers on the latest research, benefits, and treatment
options cannabis provides for a variety of illnesses.
Each issue of the publication will focus on a specific disease or ailment that cannabis has been shown
to be an effective remedy for. Our mission is to educate the medical community on the viable treatment
options patients are experiencing with cannabis
and the ongoing research into cannabis and cannabinoids worldwide. This year we plan to publish
Cannabis Patient Care ™ four times—March, June,
September, and November.
In 2021, Cannabis Science and Technology® will
continue our mission to educate the legal cannabis
industry about the latest developments in analytical testing, quality control/quality assurance, cultivation, extraction, and processing/manufacturing.
We hope you will find the answers and resources you
need in our publication’s nine issues this year. As always, if you have any ideas for content or comments
please reach out to me. I love to hear from you!

Sincerely,

References
(1) h ttps://www.cannabissciencetech.com/view/astorm-of-research-activity-into-cannabis-andcoronavirus-a-closer-look-at-expanding-researchof-cannabinoids-and-terpenes-in-covid-19.
(2) h ttps://www.cannabissciencetech.com/view/
covid-19-lung-inflammation-reduced-by-cbd.
(3) h ttps://www.cannabissciencetech.com/view/howpharmaceutical-innovation-is-saving-the-world.
(4) h ttps://www.cannabissciencetech.com/view/cannabispatient-care-november-2020-volume-1-issue-1.
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cannabis analysis

The FDA is Coming…Will the
Cannabis Industry Be Ready? Part III:
Process Control for Extractors
By Brian C. Smith

I

n this the third installment of what to
expect when US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) regulation comes
to our industry, we will discuss how
extractors need to monitor the chemical
processes they perform. Process control
will mean monitoring your manufacturing processes constantly and in real
time via in-house testing (as discussed
in the last column), recording that data,
and plotting it and analyzing it to understand your process and how to make
it reproducible.

Cannabis Is Medicine…
Test it Like Medicine…
This Means You,
Extractors!
In the highly regulated universe of the
pharmaceutical industry, the cradle-to
grave testing paradigm is enforced (1).
For cannabis extractors this means not
only testing your final product for label
claims as currently required by state
law, but testing during and after each
and every manufacturing step.
Last time, I pointed out that cannabis extractors might not want to admit
it, but you are chemical manufacturers
(2). I also pointed out that from a practical point of view, cannabinoid testing
should be the first analyzer you buy for
your in-house laboratory. I also stated that you should test after each manufacturing step. When performing an
extraction, the extract should be tested during the process to optimize the
process and make sure what you make
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is reproducible. After winterization
your extract should be tested to make
sure cannabinoids have not been lost,
which has been known to happen. If
you are losing potency during the winterization step, use the data from your
analyses to experiment with and optimize the process. The decarboxylation reaction should be monitored for
completeness, and distillations should
be monitored, ideally at multiple times
during the process, to insure quality
and reproducibility. The data gathered
can also be used to optimize the distillation to obtain the purest material
possible. Methods exist for quickly and
conveniently analyzing distillates (3).

How to Test: At-Line
Versus In-Line Testing

the middle is the computer that controls and scans the analyzer. The entire setup is on one of the stainless
steel tables that seem ubiquitous in extraction facilities. In this case, a sampling valve was used to grab a sample,
some of it was placed on the sampling
window of the mid-IR analyzer, and 1
min later results were obtained (3).
At-line testing has the advantages
that little alteration to the chemical machinery, other than perhaps a sampling
line, needs to be made. However, at-line
testing requires a human being present
to collect and analyze the sample, driving up costs. At-line testing also does
not give a real time picture of a process
as it may take several minutes to collect, prepare, and analyze a sample.

At-Line Testing

In-Line Testing

At-line analysis is performed using an
analyzer physically located near the
chemical process being monitored. In
other words, we bring the sample to the
analyzer. A “grab sample” is obtained
from the process. In the case of an
extraction or distillation apparatus,
you would need to have a sampling
line installed with a valve that can be
opened to “grab” a sample. Similarly,
for decarboxylation reactions the ability to grab samples during the process
is required. Figure 1 shows an at-line
analysis setup.
A portion of a distillation apparatus is seen at right. A mid-infrared (IR)
cannabis analyzer is seen at left (3), in

In-line sampling involves putting an
analyzer directly into the chemical
process. In other words, we bring the
analyzer to the sample. For example,
at petroleum refineries the octane
number of gasoline is measured in the
pipe using IR spectroscopy (4). In-line
analysis is widely used in the pharmaceutical and other industries (5–7). In
theory an in-line cannabinoid analyzer
could be installed on extraction and
distillation apparatuses to analyze
extracts and distillates. I have seen a lot
of interest amongst apparatus manufacturers and extractors for obtaining
in-line analysis, but to date have heard
of few actual installations. If anyone
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knows of any peer-reviewed papers
on in-line cannabinoid analysis please
contact me using the info in my bio at
the end of this column.
In a previous column, I discussed
the advantages and disadvantages of
chromatography versus mid-IR spectroscopy for potency analysis (8). Using
chromatography for in-line analysis is
challenging since it inevitably involves
manual sample preparation, which is
difficult to automate in the middle of a
chemical process. Also, chromatographic runs take many minutes, and such delays can make the process data obtained
useless. This is why, in general, IR spectroscopy is used instead of chromatography for in-line analysis across many
industries (4–7).
An advantage of in-line testing is that
in can provide results in near real time
because there is no need to wait for a
sample to be collected, prepared, and
analyzed. This is very useful for a process that needs tight control, or for
catching emergency situations before
they get out of hand. Also, there is no
need for anyone to be present to collect
and analyze samples, driving down ongoing costs.
However, in-line analyzers must be
installed in the process, which involves
re-engineering your apparatus. The inline analyzer must also be tested in
place and calibrated. Needless to say,
all of this up front work takes time and
money. I have seen the total cost of obtaining in-line analysis, between the
analyzer, installation, and calibration
go over $100k.

Figure 1: An at-line analyzer setup
in a cannabis extraction facility. A
portion of a distillation apparatus
is visible at right. The mid-infrared
based spectroscopic analyzer used
to analyze distillate is at left, along
with the computer that controls
and scans it.
Distillation
Apparatus

Computer
Mid-IR
Analyzer

also be plotted versus time to examine
the long term trends of your process.
Such a diagram is seen in Figure 2. It
is a plot of the weight percent THC in
marijuana distillate versus batch number. This contains 134 data points which
represents many months of data.
When monitoring a process the
THC value, or any other process variable, is going to change over time. The
job of the process engineer is to look

/
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at historical data and determine what
measured values are allowed meaning
the process is in control, and what values are not allowed meaning the process is out of control. We define the upper control limit as the highest allowed
value of the process variable, whereas
the lower control limit is determined by
the lowest allowed value. The red lines
in Figure 2 represent the upper and lower control limits for this distillation process. The dashed green line represents
the average THC value of 88.7%.
The control limits are often times defined as some multiple of the standard
deviation for the data (9). In Figure 2
the control limits were set as ±1 standard deviation, or ±3.6% THC.
Figure 2 shows that 25 batches were
above the upper control limit, and 22
were below the control limit for a total
of 57 or fully 43% of the batches out of
specification. There are several possible conclusions from this:
1. Based on the upper and lower control limits as defined, the process is
out of control and needs to be fixed.

Figure 2: A plot of delta-9 THC weight percent versus batch number for 134
separate batches of marijuana distillate. The dashed green line represents
the average THC value of 88.7%. The red lines represent the upper and lower
control limits, which are 1 standard deviation from the mean or ±3.6% THC.

Properly Analyzing
Process Data
The idea here is to monitor a given
process in real time, for example measuring the tetrahydrocannabinol (THC)
in an extract every 5 min, and then
plotting this data. Additionally, plots of
the results of different batches should
cannabissciencetech.com
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Figure 3: A plot of average distillate Wt. % THC versus time. Note the values
increase, plateau, and then decrease.

of the process engineer to determine
how to tweak the process to achieve
the desired total THC values.

Following the
Decarboxylation Reaction

Figure 4: A plot of THCA wt. % versus time for a decarboxylation reaction.

2 . The upper and lower control limits are too tight, and the limits
need to be redefined. For example,
for the data in Figure 2 if the upper and lower control limits are set
at ±2 standard deviations (±7.2%)
the number of out of specification
batches falls to eight or 6%.
Another useful plot for process control is to look at the average of a process
variable over time. This smooths out daily variations and gives the big picture of
the process. Figure 3 shows just a plot,
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the average distillate Wt. % THC versus
time using the data from Figure 2.
The x-axis is in “bin numbers.” Bin
one is the average of batches 1–20, bin
2 is the average of batches 21–40, and
so on. The bin number is in time units
because batch numbers were assigned
consecutively, with batch 1 being the
furthest back in time, and batch 134
being the most recent. Note the almost
bell shape curve in Figure 3, showing
that total THC rose at first, leveled off,
and then fell again. Assuming the plateau area is desired, it would be the job
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Decarboxylation of a winterized extract
is a chemical process, and should
be followed in real time. In many
extraction laboratories extracts are
decarboxylated by placing them in
metal pans and heating them on a hot
plate. The extract will bubble as CO2
molecules escape, and a rule of thumb
is that the decarboxylation process is
done when the extract stops boiling.
When I was a laboratory director at
a cannabis extractor, I did the simple
experiment of taking several batches
of “non-bubbly” extract and analyzing
them. None of them had completely
decarboxylated, and all of them had
some level of THCA, which varied
across the batches. This indicates that
the “no bubbles” criterion is not sufficient to establish when the reaction
has gone to completion, that is when
the THCA concentration goes to zero.
Since decarboxylation is a manufacturing step, authorities such as the
FDA will expect you to monitor it in
real time. This makes economic sense
because if you know exactly when all
the THCA has reacted, you can stop
the reaction saving time, energy, and
money. To determine when a decarboxylation reaction is over, a plot of
acid cannabinoid concentration versus time can be made as seen in
Figure 4, which is a plot of THCA
Wt. % versus time.
Of course, since THCA is being
consumed in this reaction the THCA
concentration goes down over time.
Based on this plot the reaction will
go to completion in about 9.6 h. MidIR spectroscopy has been used to
monitor decarboxylation reactions
over time (10).
cannabissciencetech.com
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Conclusions
Since extractors make medicine they
will inevitably need to institute process
control programs. We discussed where
in your manufacturing process you
should test, considered at-line and inline analyses, and gave some examples
of the types of process data to obtain
and how to interpret it.
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Cannabis Water Report Highlights
Opportunities for Water Efficiency
By Gretchen Schimelpfenig

L

earn the ways cannabis cultivation uses water as a resource, how
to measure and benchmark the
key performance indicators (KPIs)
for water efficiency and productivity,
and the benefits of monitoring, quantifying, and ranking KPIs for water.
Growing cannabis and hemp can involve sourcing, treating, storing, fertigating, recapturing, and draining water
throughout a cultivation facility to optimize plant growth. Infrastructure for water management varies by operator and
approach, as well as region and local regulations. In February 2021, the Cannabis Water Report will be published by New
Frontier Data after a one-year partnership between Resource Innovation Institute (RII), New Frontier, and the Berkeley
Cannabis Research Center. In this column,
we review how to maximize water productivity and water efficiency and manage monthly and annual water demand to
minimize the environmental impacts of
cannabis industry water consumption.

How Cultivation Operations
Can Use and Reuse Water
Water is a critical resource for cannabis
cultivation operations no matter the
cultivation method; whether grown
outdoors, in a greenhouse, or in a
warehouse, cannabis requires water
throughout all stages of plant growth
for various applications. Some of these
uses include irrigation for cultivation,
water for heating and cooling processes
such as hydronic heating systems and
wet wall cooling systems (1), fogging for
humidification processes, fogging for application of pest management solutions,
and water used for cleaning activities.
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Figure 1 shows a simplified schematic of a water system serving an indoor cannabis cultivation facility, and
demonstrates the interconnection between water source, water storage infrastructure, and various water management systems such as treatment and
fertigation (image courtesy of Silver
Bullet Water Treatment [2]). The graphic’s dotted lines illustrate cultivation
facilities’ opportunities for recapture
and reuse. Irrigation water drains out
of plants; runoff can be collected and
treated to be reused for watering plants.
HVAC system condensate can also be
collected and treated for reuse.

Quantifying Irrigation
Water Use of Cannabis
Production Facilities
To understand how much water is used
to grow cannabis and manufacture
products from harvested biomass, it is
necessary to distinguish the variety of
water infrastructure used to manage
water processes and clarify which water
use is being quantified.
Annual water usage varies by cultivation method, and other factors can influence usage and storage rates, such
as farm location, applicable water regulations, and facility-level choices like
HVAC system type, pest management
approach, and cleaning protocols. For
instance, farms in regulated regions
may incorporate water storage infrastructure or employ water conservation strategies such as recapture and reuse to comply with local requirements,
but operations sourcing water from municipal networks may not store water
on-site, or might be more motivated to
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improve water efficiency to conserve
costs or increase competitiveness.
The Cannabis Water Report is a partnership between RII (3), New Frontier Data, Berkeley Cannabis Research
Center, and the 17 other members of
RII's Technical Advisory Council Water Working Group. The report will establish a scientific understanding of how,
and how much, water is used for cannabis cultivation (4). Highlights from
the report were previewed at MJBizCon
in December 2020, and the full Cannabis Water Report is scheduled to be published in February 2021. The report
analyzes data from RII’s Cannabis PowerScore (5) resource benchmarking platform representing water practices of outdoor farms, greenhouses, and indoor
operations in 10 states in the US including California, Colorado, Massachusetts,
Oregon, Washington, and Michigan.
The analysis in the Cannabis Water Report focuses on facility-level water applied to plants for cultivation,
and estimates of total cannabis industry water consumption are based on
benchmarks calculated by RII for water sourced and stored for irrigation
processes. Future research will investigate the water used for noncultivation
processes so the complete story of resource consumption for cannabis production can be told.

Benchmarking
Water Management
Cannabis operations are challenging
to benchmark (6), but specialized
tools like PowerScore can measure
key performance indicators (KPIs) for
productivity and resource efficiency. By
cannabissciencetech.com
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Figure 1: A simplified schematic of a water system serving an indoor cannabis
cultivation facility.

monitoring, quantifying, and ranking
KPIs for water and other resources like
energy and waste, cannabis businesses
can become more productive and competitive in changing markets.

Early efforts over the past decade to
quantify water efficiency of cannabis
production facilities used unit metrics
such as gallons per plant as a baseline
for typical performance (7). However,

/
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planting densities, plant size, and duration of the cultivation period range
so widely that variation renders any
"per plant" comparison meaningless.
The Cannabis Water Report uses several key benchmarks to assess water efficiency and productivity of cannabis
production facilities: water productivity, water efficiency, and water demand.

• Water productivity can be measured in grams of dry cannabis
flower per gallon of water applied.
Water productivity describes how
much biomass can be produced for
each unit of irrigation water, and is
a specialized KPI that relates cannabis production to water usage.
• Water efficiency can be measured in gallons of water applied
per square foot of flowering canopy. Water efficiency calculates
how much water is used per unit
of flowering canopy, and is also a

cultivation classroom / water efficiency

•

unique metric for measuring how
well water is conserved when producing cannabis.
Water demand can be measured
in gallons of water applied per year
or month. Water demand calculates how much water is used at
the facility level, and is a KPI of
interest to regulators seeking to
minimize the environmental impacts of cannabis production.

Preview of Cannabis Water
Report Recommendations
Based on the analysis of the three major
benchmarks of water productivity, efficiency, and demand, the Cannabis Water
Report suggests that regulations evaluating water efficiency should be based on
canopy square footage, not plant count.
The water productivity metric offers a
more accurate benchmark for water performance than water demand (gallons
per plant), and policymakers crafting
legislation should consider using productivity instead of rules based on plant
count. However, water productivity can
be harder for producers to accurately
measure and standardized calculation
methodologies need to be developed for
the various products of cannabis beyond
dry flower.
Water consumption in legal cannabis markets is projected to nearly double in the next five years (8), but the
data shows legal cultivation of the plant
is not as water-intensive as previously thought. Whereas old data and press
narratives based on the illicit market
represented cannabis as an extremely
"thirsty" crop, the regulated, legalized
cannabis industry analyzed on an aggregate basis uses significantly less water than other major agricultural crops
in California including cotton, tomatoes, wheat, and corn.
The Cannabis Water Report will provide cultivators with insights, clarity, and strategic recommendations for
water efficiency and productivity, and
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ensure industry actors are accurately
informed about the range of water practices in today’s dynamic and highly regulated cannabis market. Stay tuned for
the Cannabis Water Report in February;
New Frontier Data will release the report for free on their website (9).

Maximizing Water
Productivity and Efficiency
Among other recommendations, the
report will offer strategic recommendations for optimizing business value and
minimizing the environmental impacts of
cannabis industry water consumption:
1. M
 aximize water productivity by
benchmarking and tracking performance to evaluate strategies
2. I ncrease water efficiency by
planning how source water will
be used and how facility process
water will be captured and reused for cultivation
3. M
 anage monthly and annual water demand by thoughtfully designing and deploying storage
infrastructure

Measuring What Matters and Strategies for Increasing Profits" (10), a webinar facilitated by Cannabis Science and
Technology featuring a panel moderated by Resource Innovation Institute.
Hear from House of Cultivar, Grodan,
and the Berkeley Cannabis Research
Center on the impacts cultivation approach, soil media, and water use management practices have on overall water consumption and environmental
impact of cultivation.
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The Cannabis Water Report will summarize total industry water consumption, include case studies from several
cannabis producers using varying cultivation approaches and techniques,
and analyze water sources and grow
media, and rates of water storage by facility type.
To learn more about best practices
for water management, watch "Insights
from Cultivation Water Use Data:
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Looking with Light:

Understanding the Principles of
Analytical Liquid Chromatography
By Patricia Atkins

The science of chromatography has been around for well over 100 years when plant pigments were first separated
by a scientist named Mikhail Tsvet. Since 1900, chromatography has evolved into one of a laboratory’s primary
sources of information. In this column, we will examine an important branch of chromatography essential to the
cannabis industry—liquid chromatography. From simple separations to detailed wavelength analysis, we examine
the important concepts and techniques needed to make liquid chromatography work its best in the laboratory.
History of Chromatography
The science of chromatography originates from the Greek words to write
with color. The basic concept started
with the separation of plant pigments
into bands of color early in the 20th
century. Mikahil Tsvet injected plant
extracts mixed with petroleum ether
into a glass column containing calcium
carbonate. As the liquid progressed
through the column over several hours,
bands of color were observed that were
later identified as chlorophyll a, chlorophyll b, xanthine, and carotene.
Over the subsequent decades this
procedure was expanded as a separation technique by the Nobel Prize
winning work of Archer J.P. Martin
and Richard L.M. Synge in the 1940s
and 1950s. The pair had worked together at the Wool Industries Research Association in Leeds. During
their work they had created columns
packed with silica and water as a stationary phase and then used chloroform as a mobile phase to separate
N-acetamino acids from protein hydrolysates. This new development
worked with the affinity of the target
compounds with the different phases
allowing for separation and collection
of individual compounds. Their work
established a form of chromatography
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called partition chemistry and was the
basis for methods we now know as paper, gas, and liquid chromatography.
They also attempted to explain the
theory of solute concentration, resolution, and theoretical plates. The team
went on to publish their work; “A New
Form of Chromatogram Employing
Two Liquid Phases” in the Biochemical
Journal in 1941 and was awarded a Nobel Prize in 1952.
Since the initial discoveries of the
early to mid-20th century the science of chromatography has seen rapid growth and expansion into an important and fundamental tool of many
analytical laboratories. The techniques have involved from classical
wet chemistry techniques to more instrument driven measurements facilitating an explosion of instrumentation
and methodologies.

The Basics of
Chromatography
Chromatography allows for the separation of a mixture of compounds by diluting the mixture into a mobile phase
which then passes through or over
a stationary phase to create separation by the interaction and affinity of
individual compounds for one of the
phases of the chromatography system
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(Figure 1a). Mobile phase is a solvent
or gas that flows through a chromatography system and is also referred to as
an eluant. Stationary phase is a liquid or
solid material that is fixed in a chromatography system. The properties of
the mobile phase and the stationary
phase are opposite of each other and
allow for the partitioning of analytes
as the mobile phase and test mixture
flow through or over the stationary
phase (Figure 1b).
The basic function of chromatography procedures is to separate a mixture of components into their constituent compounds. The purpose for
separation falls into two categories:
preparative chromatography or analytical chromatography. Preparative
chromatography is used to separate
compounds for later isolation or purification which then can be used in other
processes. Analytical chromatography
is used in quantitative and qualitative
analysis of complex mixtures.
Chromatography processes are further divided into two major categories (liquid or gas chromatography)
based on the composition of their mobile phase component. Gas chromatography (GC) uses a carrier gas, such
as hydrogen or helium, to separate
compounds based on their interaction
cannabissciencetech.com
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with a stationary phase or based on
their boiling points. Mixtures are
heated and vaporized in an injection
port and are moved through or across
a stationary phase to separate compounds before reaching a detector
that provides data on concentration or
identity of components. Gas chromatography is predominately used for analytical methods, rather than preparatory methods.
In liquid chromatography (LC),
compounds are separated by dissolving a sample into a liquid mobile phase
which is then passed over a solid stationary phase. Individual compounds
transition in and out of each of the
phases depending on their affinity with
each phase. LC can be further divided
into the type of solid phase or media
that is used in the technique. Planar
chromatography techniques use a flat
single dimension matrix or solid phase.
These techniques include paper and
thin layer chromatography (TLC). TLC
is a common planar chromatography
technique used in qualitative analysis
to separate non-volatile and semi-volatile compounds. Mixtures are applied to a plate layered with stationary
phase and then submerged at the end
into a developing chamber of mobile
phase solvent. As time progresses the
spots of a mixture travel up through
capillary action through the thin layer of solid phase, which separates into
bands of compounds (Figure 2).
Column chromatography uses columns coated or packed with stationary phase. Sample mixture and mobile
phase flows through the column and
over the stationary phase to elute compounds over time. Early chromatography consisted of filling a glass column
with a stationary phase, which allows
mobile phase to gravity feed through
the column and elute out at the bottom of the column. More modern techniques of liquid chromatography use
pumps to increase pressure and flow
of mobile phase through the column
cannabissciencetech.com
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Figure 1: Basic chromatography elements (a) and separation (b).
A

(a)

Analytes
B

C
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Figure 2: Thin layer chromatography example.

Time
to force eluent through the chromatographic system, such as high performance liquid chromatography (HPLC).
HPLC can be used for preparation,
separation, and analytical processes
depending upon the type of system.

HPLC System Components
Commercially available HPLC systems
have different features and selling
points, but all systems have some basic
modules or components. The key to
liquid chromatography is the mobile
phase, thus all HPLC systems have one
or more mobile phase pumps. Mobile
phase is stored in reservoirs that are
plumbed into a pumping module. Binary pumps can pump two separate channels or mobile phases at the same time.
Quaternary pumps can pump up to four
different channels or mobile phases at
the same time to the system.
Modern HPLC systems contain solvent degassing modules that remove
bubbles and dissolved gases in the

mobile phases, which can cause baseline noise or hinder the efficiency of
the chromatography system. Solvent
degassing can be accomplished by helium purging, vacuum degassing, sonication, or a combination of these methods. Older HPLC systems often lacked
an online degassing module and relied
on external helium sparging to dissolved air in the mobile phase while in
the reservoir bottles.
Another more modern module to
HPLC systems is an autosampler compartment instead of single manual injection port. Autosamplers allow for
loading multiple samples that are injected without human involvement
and therefore reduce sampling errors.
Prior to widespread use of autosamplers, sample injections were made
manually and were subject to higher
error and variability.
The final two components of a liquid
chromatography system are: the column compartment (or column oven)
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Figure 3: Example chromatogram from an HPLC system.

Time
and the detector. The column compartment is a temperature-controlled compartment that contains the chromatography column. Many modern systems
have the ability for a wide range of
heating and cooling functions.
The next and sometimes final component is a detector module that records the separated analytes that elute
from the column and produce a signal that a chromatograph records on a
chromatogram. A chromatogram is the
visual data record of the analyte responses recorded as they elute from
the column while a chromatograph is
the instrumentation that records the
data (Figure 3). After the data is recorded the mobile phase and eluent
usually ends up as waste for an analytical system or can be separately collected for use in a prep chromatography system.
The data produced is often represented as peaks or patterns that correspond to separate components in
a mixture expressed over time. The
time which a selected analyte elutes
is called its retention time. The retention time is the amount of time it takes
for an analyte to pass through the system from injection to detection. Retention times change with different
conditions such as pH, temperature
and stationary phase type, column
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dimensions, and mobile phase or solvent compositions.

Starting with Solvents
The mobile phase or solvent composition is an important element of
chromatography. The type and characteristics of the selected solute and
mobile phase influence the affinity of
the analytes with the different chromatography phases. An important concept
of liquid chromatography is polarity.
Polarity occurs in molecules and
solutions when there is either a significant difference in charge, electronegativity, or ionic bonds leading to high
dipole moments (large differences in
charge). Molecules or solvents with
high dipole moments are polar whereas molecules or solutions with equal
sharing of bonds (covalent or polar covalent) have little to no charge and are
nonpolar. Polarity can be ranked using
a polarity index (P’), which is a relative
measure of a solvent or solution with
various polar matrices. The higher the
polarity index, the more polar the solvent (Table I).
Early chromatography was dominated by what is now called normal phase
liquid chromatography (NPLC) or adsorption chromatography where the
mobile phase consisted of a nonpolar solvent such as hexane while the
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stationary phase was composed of polar materials such as silica. Modern
NPLC columns include amino, cyano,
silica and supercritical fluid chromatography columns (SFC). The analytes
analyzed by NPLC are more hydrophobic and nonpolar in nature.
The most commonly used mode
of liquid chromatography is reversed-phase chromatography or partition chromatography in which the mobile phase is polar while the stationary
phase is composed of nonpolar materials such as n-octyl (C 8) or n-octyldecyl
(C18) hydrocarbon chains. The selection of a reversed-phase column depends on the type of analytes and mobile phase composition. Analytes for
reversed-phase LC tend to be more hydrophilic and polar than analytes studied by NPLC.
The ability of a solvent or mobile
phase to pull analytes from the stationary phase or adsorbent is called its
eluent strength, elution power or eluotropic value (ε 0) and is dependent upon
the polarity of the mobile phase and
the stationary phase. Eluotropic series rank solvents by their ability to
displace an analyte or solute from the
stationary phase. The eluotropic value (ε 0 ) expresses the measurement of
the solvent or mobile phases absorptive energy based on a particular substrate or stationary phase such as aluminum oxide. The greater the ε 0 , the
more polar the solvent and the greater its ability to elute analytes from the
column (Table II).
Solvents or mobile phases that are
part of a chromatographic method often work together to create separation
of analytes. In general, the solvents
are similar in their polarity with differences in potential elution strength.
In all cases the solvents must be compatible and miscible. Miscibility is the
ability of solutions to mix together in
all proportions to form a homogenous
solution. In many instances, polar
and nonpolar solvents are immiscible
cannabissciencetech.com
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Table I: Polarity indices for common
liquid chromatography solvents
Solvent

Polarity
index (P')

Alkanes & Cyclohexane

0.1

Toluene

2.4

Dichloromethane

3.1

Isopropanol

3.9

Tetrahydrofuran

4

Table II: Eluent strength of common solvents
Solvent

Eluotropic value (ε0)
Al2O3

Mode

Alkanes and Cyclohexane

<0.1

NPLC

Toluene

0.29

NPLC

Dichloromethane

0.42

NPLC

Tetrahydrofuran

0.45

NPLC & RPLC

Acetone

0.56

NPLC & RPLC

Ethanol

4.3

Ethyl acetate

0.58

NPLC & RPLC

Ethyl acetate

4.4

Acetonitrile

0.65

RPLC

Acetone

5.1

Isopropanol

0.82

RPLC

Methanol

5.1

Ethanol

0.88

RPLC

Acetonitrile

5.8

Methanol

0.95

RPLC

Water

10.2

Water

>1

RPLC

or unable to form a homogenous solution (Table III).
If more than one solvent is used simultaneously during a method or mobile phases are mixed, the polarity index changes. To determine the new
polarity of a solution the composition
of the mixture is calculated with the
known polarity indices for the solvents
to obtain a new polarity index using
the following equation:

P’AB = ΦA P′A + ΦB P′B
For example, if you are mixing two
solvents such as acetonitrile and water
in a mixture or ratio of 70:30, your first
solvent P’ is 5.8 (ACN) multiplied by
concentration 0.7. Your second solvent
water’s P’ of 10.2 is multiplied by 0.3
and added to your first result to give a
mixture with the polarity index of 7.1.

0.7 (5.8) + (0.3) (10.2) = 7.12
The process of mixing of mobile
phase can happen by either creating premixed mobile phases in a single mobile phase reservoir or by combining pumping channels with mixing
occurring in a mixing cell within the
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HPLC system. The mixing of channels allows for either control of a
steady mix or different ratios of mobile phase over a course of a method
run. Isocratic elution is a method based
on the principle of a steady composition of mobile phase that may be composed of a single or multiple solvent.
In these methods, the proportion of
the mobile phase components do not
change over the course of the sample run. Gradient elution methods allow the concentration of mobile phase
components to change over the course
of a method, usually to increases separation or improve resolution of analytes in the chromatogram. Generally,
in a reversed-phase separation the initial mobile phase is more polar (aqueous) then changes composition of mobile phase so that it becomes less polar
(organic) to the final time. Gradient
methods require a time built into the
method to allow flushing of retained
analytes off the column and then a return or reequilbration of the system to
the starting conditions.
The resolution and peak shape of
gradient methods overall tend to be
higher and sharper than in isocratic
methods. Gradient methods also tend

cannabis science and technology ®  |   vol. 4 no. 1

to allow for faster analysis. But there
are types of analysis detectors and
columns that do not function for gradient methods.

Continuing to Columns
A second important variable is chromatography is the selection of a column.
Columns are grouped by the mode of
analysis and analytical targets. As was
stated previously, nonpolar analytes are
more commonly examined using normal
phase liquid chromatography while polar analytes tend to be examined using
reversed-phase liquid chromatography.
HPLC columns all have some basic structural features in common.
The starting point of the column is
the outer casing or shell, which is
commonly composed of either stainless steel or a rigid polymer that can
withstand the pressure created by the
flow of mobile phase in the system.
The length and diameter of these columns vary greatly depending upon
the intended analysis and system limitations. The most common type of
HPLC columns are called packed columns measuring between 30 to 300
mm compared to capillary columns
used in gas chromatography. Most
cannabissciencetech.com
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Water

Toluene

Tetrahydrofuran

n-Pentane

n-Hexane

n-Heptane

Methanol

Isopropanol

Ethyl acetate

Ethanol

Dichloromethane

Cyclohexane

Acetonitrile

Acetone

Table III: Miscibility of common HPLC solvents (red = immiscible)

Acetone
Acetonitrile
Cyclohexane
Dichloromethane
Ethanol
Ethyl acetate
Isopropanol
Methanol
n-Heptane
n-Hexane
n-Pentane
Tetrahydrofuran
Toluene
Water
Figure 4: Examples of isocratic (a) and gradient (b) organic solvent concentrations.

0%

Time

0%

(a)

HPLC columns are packed with porous silica particles (3–10 μm), which
are bonded with stationary phase.
cannabissciencetech.com

Gradient

Flush

Reequilibration

% Organic

100%

% Organic

100%

Time
(b)

The silica particles can vary in size
and shape (symmetrical or asymmetrical) according to brand and size

specifications. The particles have pores
that are the largest source of surface
area in the column (Figure 5). The
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Table IV: Approximate void volumes and dwell times for common HPLC column dimensions and flow rates
Diameter
(I.D.) (mm)

Length
(mm)

Void Volume
(mL)

Dwell Time (min)
@ 0.1 mL/min

Dwell Time (min)
@ 0.5 mL/min

Dwell Time (min)
@ 1 mL/min

Dwell Time (min)
@ 2 mL/min

2.1

50

0.12

1.2

0.24

0.12

0.06

2.1

100

0.24

2.4

0.48

0.24

0.12

2.1

150

0.37

3.7

0.74

0.37

0.185

4.6

50

0.58

5.8

1.16

0.58

0.29

4.6

100

1.16

11.6

2.32

1.16

0.58

4.6

150

1.75

17.5

3.5

1.75

0.875

particles pack together and create interstitial spaces which contributes to
the void volume of the column. Void
volume is the total volume of mobile
phase in the interstitial space (space
between particles) and the pores.
Sometimes void volume is called dead
volume or column volume and is generally the minimal amount of mobile phase that needs to be pumped
through the column before analytes
can reach a detector.
One way to determine void volume
requires the column dimensions and
pore volume (which is usually a maximum of 70% for a fully porous column). The void is calculated in microliters (µL) by the equation:

Figure 5: Column structural elements: (a) illustrated example of a
symmetrical silica particle with pores; (b) bare silica and silanols;
(c) attachment of the stationary phases (SP) such as C8, C18, phenyl;
(d) attachment of end capping (EC) to silica or silanols..

VV (µl) = (d2 * π * L * VP) / 4
where d is the column diameter (mm),
L is the column length (mm), and VP is
the pore volume.
Most columns can be roughly calculated for an approximate void volume
and dead or dwell time using this calculation or by a simpler method where
an unretained analyte or standard
is injected and the time the peak appears is recorded. The noted time and
the system flow are then multiplied
to determine the volume of the column and connecting tubing. Generally, a typical 4.6 x 100 mm column will
have void volume of approximately
1 mL, which means if you are running
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

at 0.5 mL/1 min that you will have a
dwell time or dead time of just over
2 min (Table IV).
The silica particles are the substrate for the bonding of the stationary phase, but not all of silica molecules will bond with the stationary
phase. The silica layer is composed of
silanols and bare silica (Figure 5a),
which are all potential sites for bonding with other silica sites or the stationary phase. The stationary phase
bonds to some but not all of the silica
particles (Figure 5b). Some columns
are treated with endcapping compounds such as trimethylsilyl group
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(TMS), which bind many of the remaining unbound sites. This endcapping makes the silica nonpolar where
bare silica and free silanols are slightly acidic and polar. Endcapping is also
a means of protecting the column from
the harsh polar solvents that otherwise
could attack the polar sites.
Columns are known by the type of
molecule that is used as the stationary phase. Some of the most commonly used reversed-phase LC columns use a nonpolar alkane stationary
phase such as n-octyl (C 8) or n-octyldecyl (C18) (also known as ODS) hydrocarbon chains. The type of stationary
cannabissciencetech.com
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Figure 6: Column selection diagram.
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phase depends on the type of mobile
phases being used and the characteristics of the target analytes (Figure 6).
Samples that are soluble in water or
polar solvents are either separated by
reversed-phase or ion exchange chromatography. The target analytes are
then examined to determine if they
are ionic, polar, or neutral, which then
further dictates the column stationary phases that will be most efficient at
peak separation.
HPLC columns are generally grouped into one of four categories: ion exchange (IEC), size exclusion (SEC), normal phase (NP), and
reversed-phase columns (RP). Ion exchange chromatography (IEC) columns are used to analyze highly polar compounds. The IE columns have
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Figure 7: Wavelengths of ultra-violet and visible light in the electromagnetic spectrum.

an acidic stationary phase such as a
strong anion exchange (SAX) or a basic stationary phase such as strong
cation exchange columns (SCX). The
mobile phase for these columns is polar and may contain salts. Separation
occurs by strong ionic exchange between the highly charged phases and
the analytes.
Size exclusion chromatography (SEC)
(also known as molecular sieve chromatography) separates analytes by size
with large molecules being inhibited
by the pore size of the stationary phase
and therefore elute first before the
smaller molecules. This type of chromatography is most often used to separate
large biological molecules such as polymers, peptides, and proteins. The most
common mobile phase for this technique is water sometimes with added
buffers such as an acid or base.
Normal phase columns, as has been
discussed earlier, have a polar stationary phase and a nonpolar mobile phase, and are used for the separation of nonpolar analytes. There are
new generations of columns such as
mixed mode or hydrophilic interaction
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Table V: Common chromophores
Bond or
Functional Group

Absorption
Max (nm)

Alkene

171

Alkyne

180

Aldehyde

210

Amine

195

Benzene ring

184, 255

Carbonyl

180, 290

Ether

185

Ketone

190

Naphthalene ring

220, 286

since they are meant to be used with
extremely polar analytes and employ
highly aqueous mobile phase.
Finally, reversed-phase columns
which have a nonpolar stationary
phase (such as C 8 and C18) and polar mobile phases are the most popular columns in analytical use. All manufactures of HPLC columns have their
own version of C 8 and C18 columns
with different features such as high
aqueous mobile phase tolerance, special end capping, and increased robustness, to name a few. These types of columns are considered the starting point
for most method development and
testing since these phases can work
with many varied types of analytes and
instrument detectors.

Nitrate

270

Nitrite

225

Nitro

210

Oxime

190

Deciding on Detectors

Thiol

195

Once separation of different analytes
has been achieved by the column,
the analyte then must be recorded or
measured by some type of detector.
The most commonly used HPLC detectors are ultraviolet and visible light
(UV-vis) detectors, mass spectrometers
(MS), refractive index detectors (RID),

liquid chromatography (HILIC) columns that have features and stationary
phases that cross the lines between all
the different types of chromatography.
HILIC columns are sometimes referred
to as reverse reverse-phase columns
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fluorescence detectors, and evaporative
light scattering detectors (ELSD). `
The simplest detectors are refractive index detectors (RID) that measure the refractive index of an analyte
against the refractive index of the mobile phase. RIDs are thought be universal detectors capable of detecting any
type of analyte since the technique is
basically a differential measurement.
The draw backs to RIDs are that have
low sensitivity and cannot employ gradient methods since the reference cell
containing the mobile phase is often
a closed system once the cell has been
filled. In RID analysis, the work of the
separation must be accomplished by
the column phase and an isocratic mobile phase. Compounds that elute together (coelute) can not be distinguished from one another.
Fluorescence detectors are sensitive
detectors for a select group of compounds that can be excited and emit
a light signal (fluoresce). Lamps produce excitation energy to the analyte
molecules and the light that is emitted from the analytes is measured by
the detector. Evaporative light scattering detectors (ELSD) are used for compounds that neither contain chromophores nor can fluoresce such as
sugars and fatty acids. In ELSD, mobile phase is nebulized creating droplets that pass into heated tubes, which
evaporate the solvent and leave analyte aerosols that then are passed
through a region of light beams where
the scattering of the beam is measured by a photodiode or multiplier.
Unlike refractive index detectors, fluorescence detectors can use gradient
methods to achieve separation.
Ultraviolet and visible light detectors
(UV-vis) are absorbance detectors that
measure absorbance of light from analytes with a chromophore. A chromophore is a molecule or region of a molecule that is responsible for color. This
chromophore region has an energy
cannabissciencetech.com

difference between molecular orbitals
that falls within the light spectrum. A
molecule’s chromophore absorbs visible light exciting its electrons which allows the detector to measure absorbance in the ultraviolet through visible
light range from about 190 to 900 nm
with most organic compounds and
chromophores falling in the range of
190 to 350 nm (Figure 7 and Table V).
UV-vis detectors are stable and reliable detectors that are easy to operate
and a common tool in analytical laboratories. There are several types of
UV-vis detectors based on the number
of wavelengths monitored and flexibility in data handling. Diode array detectors (DAD) or photo array detectors (PDA) can monitor many different
wavelengths up to the entire spectrum while fixed wavelength detectors
(FWD) and some variable wavelength
detectors are more limited to set wavelengths or bands. UV-vis detectors
consist of a deuterium lamp as a light
source with wavelengths ranging from
190 to 380 nm and a tungsten lamp to
detect longer wavelengths.
The next most popular type of detector is a mass spectrometer (MS). A
mass spectrometer detects the mass of
analytes and can be used for identification and quantification of compounds.
LC–MS is often a multidetector technique that involves the combination of
the mass spectrometer and another detector such as a UV-vis detector. Like
the UV-vis detectors, LC–MS techniques are amiable to both isocratic
and gradient mobile phase methods.
LC–MS often requires that the analyte compounds have the ability to
ionize to be detected. LC–MS systems
have one of several ionization methods or sources the most popular include: electrospray ionization (ESI),
atmospheric pressures chemical ionization (APCI), and atmospheric pressure photoionization (APPI). ESI utilizes a nebulizer probe or needle and a
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nebulizer gas. A mist of charged ions
is created by the desolvation of mobile phase droplets and application of
heat and charge. Polar molecules with
their lower ionization energies are easily ionized by ESI. ESI with its lower
energy requirements allows for rearrangement of ions, double charging, or
additional ions being added to the analyte ions. Additional ions which occur
by adding fragments of mobile phase,
other analytes, components of glassware or tubing are called adducts. The
most common adducts come from sodium in the glassware that can result
in M + 23 molecules. Other adducts can
be from mobile phase additive such as
NH 4 , or acids. Another type of molecule created in the ESI source are dimers, which is a doubling of the analyte ion. There are many free programs
and adduct calculators available online
including Excel calculators. The calculator I use most in my laboratory can
be downloaded at http://www.lc-ms.nl/
and used in Excel.
APCI is similar to ESI but has the
ability to ionize less polar molecules.
The solvent evaporation and nebulizer spray is similar to ESI, but the molecules are ionized by the addition of
energy from a corona needle. Since
higher energy levels are applied to this
ionization source, there is a tendency
to form less adducts than found in the
ESI source.
APPI utilizes a Krypton lamp to ionize analytes with very high ionization
energies such as low or nonpolar compounds. The lamp produces photons
that ionize the nonpolar compounds
by overcoming their ionization energy.
Sometimes a highly ionizable dopant
or solvent is used to lower the ionization energy by complexing with the analyte and adding the effect of both the
photoionization and solvent evaporation in the heated zone.
Once ions are created in the LC–
MS, the analyte ions are carried to a
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detector where they can be fragmented to various degrees with application of charge. Detectors are grouped
into three overall technologies: quadrupole, ion traps, and time of flight
(ToF). Some newer technologies combine multiple techniques such as "triple quads" (the combination of multiple quadrupoles), Q-ToF (quadrupole
and time of flight), and ion trap ToF
(ion trap with time of flight). The
mostly widely used LC–MS detector is
the quadrupole detector (either a single quad or triple quad). In a quadrupole detector, two pair of oppositely charged rods are arrange opposite
each other to create a charged tunnel through which analyte ions pass
and are fragmented. In a single quadrupole system, there is only one pathway for detection, which often creates
the parent ion plus either an adduct
or a hydrogen (M+1) or a simple fragment. In a triple quadrupole system,
the three sets of quadrupoles can each
be set to different fragmentation energy to create an additional set of
smaller fragments along with the parent ion which can aid in identification (MS/MS). The first and the third
quadrupoles act as mass filters and
the second quadrupole becomes a collision cell to create fragments.
Ion trap detectors have a charged
reservoir or trap into which the analyte ions are deposited. Fragmentation energy is applied to the trap
which fragments the analyte ions and
ejects them from the trap. The ion
trap can apply multiple different ionization energies to the trap and can
created multiple fragments similar to
passing through multiple triple quads
and is often referred to as MSn due to
its ability to produce a large number
of fragmentations.
Time of flight detectors measure
extremely accurate mass for analyte
ions determined by a time-of-flight
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measurement. Ions enter a charged
field and are accelerated through the
field with larger ions having slower
speed than smaller ions. The resulting
measurement produces an extremely accurate mass calculation which can
be used as a method of identification.
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Final Thoughts
Chromatography is an important tool
in the modern analytical laboratory.
The technology has evolved quickly
and steadily over the first 100 years of
its existence. Most analytical scientists
consider their HPLC systems to be
essential instruments in the laboratory. It would be impossible to cover all
the variations and intricacies of liquid
chromatography in one article, especially since volumes and careers have
been built around the subject. But my
hope is that by examining the history,
functionality, and operation of these
essential instruments that it makes the
task of operation and method development easier to understand. The next
step is to dive a bit deeper into the
weeds of theory and chemistry of liquid
chromatography to understand separation, resolution, efficiency, and so on to
allow for better method development
and analysis.
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tech innovations

Connecting Cannabis with the
Evolving Needs of the Consumer
By David Hodes

Researchers and other stake-holders are taking deep-dive steps into more cannabis research,
with better laboratory tools and clearer objectives

L

aboratory discoveries and new grow
technologies are being brought to
bear on the cannabis plant at a rapid clip, helping to reveal more about
the plant on both a genetic and chemical
level, while providing opportunities for
manufacturers and processors to gain repeatable outcomes within the framework
of the entourage effect.
This third 'Tech Innovations" column
discusses issues such as how a repeatable outcome is a critical component of developing cannabis as a reliable medicinal
treatment. This article also provides insight into how to work out such extraction
goals as quality terpene development and
the exact identification of a strain (or cultivar) going forward.
The era of guesswork based on anecdotal reports is quickly coming to an end as
technology developments about cannabis
follow a general trend to find and rely on a
more personalized product for both medical and recreational consumers.

First—Identifying the Plant
The cannabis plant itself still harbors botanical mysteries, even as more and more
products are developed and additional
laboratory work reveals more about what it
is, what’s inside it, and what it can really do
for humans.
Though there has been a lot of work
on the genetics of the plant, that’s not
enough, according to Peter Harrington, professor of chemistry at Ohio
University where he is working on
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developing intelligent chemical instruments and identifying a chemical “fingerprint” for cannabis (1).
An intelligent instrument furnishes
user- or problem-defined information as
opposed to data that must be interpreted
by a scientist. Harrington’s group is developing algorithms that perform real-time
signal processing, modeling, and interpretation. “A lot of times for characterizing plants, you really can’t rely on genetic
analysis,” he said. “It’s because, based on
the growing conditions of the plants, different proteins and different metabolites
will be expressed.”
He said that they do this plant identification more accurately by using ultraviolet visible spectroscopy (used to obtain
the absorbance spectra of a compound in
solution or as a solid, that is, observing
the absorbance of light energy or electromagnetic radiation [2]) or infrared spectroscopy (used in the analysis of infrared light interacting with a molecule by
measuring vibrations of atoms [3]) to get
an overall snapshot of the chemical composition of a plant. “The advantage of using spectroscopy is that it’s really fast.
And in some cases, it can be implemented at a low cost,” he said. “Another method, like chromatography to separate all
the compounds in the plant, takes time
and a lot of consumables.”
Harrington says that his group uses a
pattern recognition approach when they
look at the overall chemical profile of a
plant. “The question we want to ask is
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very simple: Is it the same or is it different? If it’s different, then we can use these
more expensive types of analyses where
we can go in and identify and quantify all
of the compounds that happen to be different. That’s also a good first approach to
looking at all of the pharmaceutical properties of the plants.”
Different strains will have different effects on different people, he said, so this
type of analysis creates an avenue for personalized medicine and personalized
treatment—a current patient consumer
trend in medicine. “The idea is that by getting feedback from customers and consumers, we can use this identification as a
sort of marketing tool to direct them towards strains that they would prefer or
that might benefit them.”
Most of the cannabis plants that the
group used in their research were hybrids of sativa and indica, which represents the typical cannabis plant today
that has evolved over thousands of years
of human cultivation and cross-breeding. “What we are looking at are the actual chemicals that happen to be present
in the plant,” he said.
There is a lot of interest in terpenes and terpenoids compounds, he explained, and there is still a growing list
of the other class of compounds—cannabinoids—that need to be identified.
To assist in their work, San Jose-based
company Molecular Devices, makers of
bioanalytical measurement systems for
life science research, pharmaceutical, and
cannabissciencetech.com
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biotherapeutic development, donated a microplate reader used to
detect biological or chemical properties of a sample. That device
will give Harrington’s group the ability to automatically collect
spectra. “One of our goals is to really show the value of these very
low-cost high-throughput instruments for characterizing things
like the plant material or the oils,” he said. “It can be used primarily to look at the ultra vision spectrum, but can also scan into the
visible and infrared. So the visible tells us something about the
color. And the color properties are important too for the consumer market. The infrared gives us another avenue for looking at the
overall chemical composition.”
The whole medical field is finally starting to recognize and use
the concept of personalized medicine, he said. For example, a veterinarian will give an animal an amount of medication based on
the mass of the animal. “But doctors don’t do that with people,”
Harrington said. “Typically everyone no matter their size gets the
same dosage of a drug in a prescription.”
Studies about medical cannabis are still basically anecdotal, he
said, with ongoing discussions among researchers about the entourage effect (the action of other compounds in the cannabis
plant to produce therapeutic properties [4]) and how those other therapeutic compounds could or should work within the cannabis treatment. “Typically the pharmaceutical industry will look
for just one active component and try to purify it and market it,”
he said. “Future trends will be forms of edible marijuana for treatment instead of smoking anything.”

Next—Inventing, But Not Reinventing
Some of the new methodologies being brought to bear in the
cannabis industry are processes and procedures used for years in
other plant production industries. Take for example, terpene extraction, and the extraction processes for any other volatile plant
compound in a fruit or vegetable. “If it’s an aroma compound
that means it is volatile, because that’s the only way it’s reaching the olfactory sensors in your nose,” said Christian Sweeney,
president of lab operations for Sonoma Lab Works in Santa Rosa,
California. “And that means that they are going to be delicate.
You need to handle them with precision.”
Sweeney has a background in chemistry and food science, including research in certain water soluble flavonoids in fruits
and vegetables. “On the flavor side, the way you manage a volatile compound like a terpene is very similar,” he said. “Whether I am looking to get a top note from a hops plant or a cannabis plant or strawberries, watermelon or whatever, the way you
protect those volatile compounds in storage, and the way you
extract them by trying to be less aggressive in the way you heat
them during the extraction process, are all totally analogous.”
Sweeney said that when you are beginning a terpene extraction process, you need to create a method optimization or process optimization strategy. “You need to be able to measure the
cannabissciencetech.com
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A BETTER WAY TO DRY
CANNABIS AND HEMP
GETTING MORE CANNABINOIDS from cannabis biomass,
and providing more precise drying in the production
process, is the goal of new equipment development from
two process equipment companies, Kason USA in Millburn,
New Jersey and Marion Process Solutions in Marion, Iowa,
who recently completed an engineering and integration
partnership with a third company, ABM Equipment in
Vancouver, Canada.
Cannabis producers are looking for better ways to
improve throughput and reduce operating costs in the
production process. A better drying process is key.
Earlier solutions that relied on hang drying or improper heating technologies were too slow, inconsistent, and
unnecessarily damaging to the delicate flower.
Kason and ABM recently introduced a patent-pending
two-stage fluid bed dryer that can dry up to 10,000 lbs
of cannabis per hour with minimal cannabinoid loss
for batch or continuous drying of cannabis biomass. A
second, single-stage dryer for a smaller biomass size was
also introduced.
The two-stage approach is able to use hotter air for
the wet cannabis in the first stage. Then, the separator
removes stalks and stems before sending the semi-dry
product on to the cooler, second dryer.
“With the fluid bed drying system, we’re shredding
100% of the biomass, drying it, and separating the stalks
and stems back out of that product,” said Jeff Walling,
owner of ABM. “That product is going to the market where
they are going to be extracting further for oils for different cannabinoids.”
The drying process is all about preserving the THC, CBD,
and terpenes, Walling said. Customers are seeing CBD
retention of more than 90%, with energy consumption
improvements down to 1 MBTU per 1230 lbs dried.
Jim Ling, North American sales manager for Kason, said
that there are different drying techniques used throughout the country, with hop dryers and hang drying. But that
is changing as the industry grows. “As they start to industrialize these processes in the cannabis industry, they
have come across certain new equipment like this fluid
bed dryer as being a good alternative to increase production, taking the manual labor part out of the process so
that they can work in higher volumes,” said Ling.
Walling said that ABM is in the research and development stages of creating a drying process for smokable
flower. “We are looking at gentle handling of the product
using low temperature drying so that they don’t burn off
or release the monoterpenes while maintaining the integrity of the flower.”
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work you are doing. If you are making a
terpene-rich extraction process, you either need to have the equipment in house
or rely on a third party lab to be able to do
terpene testing to understand that, as you
change different variables in the extraction process, such as temperatures, pressures, and flow rates, you need to have a
result associated with that.”
Sweeney explained that you need some
type of ruler if you are changing temperature, for example, to see what is happening to the overall terpene profile. “Ideally,
we are always comparing that back to the
original source material—the flower—
and seeing which of those temperatures
is providing the best results,” he said.
Going forward in terms of terpene extraction, Sweeney would like to see more
technologies that would minimize solvents with high throughput. “If I could
identify what the magic bullet would be
here it would be something that is highly scalable and high-throughput that delivers a major identical extract, meaning the compounds that I care about from
the original source material maintained
in their original ratios. It would have the
least requirement for backend filtration,
winterization, and evaporation,” he said.
“That to me is the holy grail.”
Winterization, for example, leverages melting point differences between the
various components in an extract to precipitate out unwanted plant waxes at a reduced temperature. It is then possible to
filter away those plant waxes while retaining most of the other compounds in
the extract (5).
Super critical CO2 extraction gets
closest to “checking most of those boxes,” in the extraction process, said
Sweeney. But from his personal experiences, phenomenal extracts can be made
from hydrocarbon or ethanol solvent extracts, and traditional dry sifting in rosin methods as well.
What is needed now is standardizing
the methods of analysis for the cannabis
industry. That is the goal of the Cannabis
Working Group for the American Council
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of Independent Laboratories (ACIL) (6),
which is a laboratory testing organization
actively working with national lawmakers to help develop new legislation for the
cannabis industry. “That is a real critical
piece to getting everyone using similar
methods for consistent results from lab
to lab. That is going to be a real important maturity point for our industry as we
move forward,” said Sweeney.

Bringing Clarity to
Nanotechnology
Cameron Clarke is the CEO of Sunderstorm in Sun Valley, California, makers
of nanomolecular gummies (Kanha),
nanomolecular sublingual sprays (Nano5),
and vape cartridges (Wind). The company
recently announced partnerships in Colorado, Massachusetts, and Canada (7).
Clarke calls himself a citizen scientist, self-studied in molecular biology for
about five years before getting into the
cannabis industry. “I knew that science
would help the industry transition from
this wild wild west environment, where
you had no idea what you were getting in
any of the products in regards to pesticides or potency, to having products that
were consistent and reliable and clean,”
he said.
Sunderstorm (the name means a thunderstorm where the sun stays out the
whole time [8]) tested their own products
against others in the industry and found
that, in terms of potency, the other products never matched what was on the label.
“If we could dial in that consistency in our
edibles, then just like with drinking a beer
or a glass of wine, the consumer would
know what that experience would be like,"
he said. "We wanted to be that brand that
delivered that consistent experience.”
He said that they were acknowledged
as producing the most accurate formulated edibles in the cannabis industry by the
respected Los Angeles-based cannabis,
hemp and cannabidiol (CBD) laboratory
testing company CannaSafe (9).
In the early days of edibles, consumers would see a label on an edible saying it
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had 500 mg in it, but they would have no
idea how much that was. Testing would
show that there was actually only 50 mg.
“The consumer had no point of reference
back then,” Clarke said.
The first product Sunderstorm sold
was the Nano5 sublingual tincture using
their nanotechnology. Clarke said that
they were the first company in the industry to deliver a real nanotechnology product. “Nobody knew what nanotechnology
was, or wanted to know what that was,”
he said. “So we had a lot of ‘missionary’
work to do, and go out there teaching why
these products are important. It’s important to have consistency and high bioavailability and rapid onset, and that’s
what a nanotech product can do.”
According to Sarasota, Florida neurologist Dr. Daniel Stein studying the neurology of cannabis and treating medical cannabis patients, our bodies contain
endocannabinoid system receptors, and
cannabis contains cannabinoids, terpenes, and flavonoids which connect with
these receptors. Scientists are unlocking
the potential of treating diseases—such
as cancer, multiple sclerosis, Parkinson’s,
diabetes, and serious inflammation—by
utilizing nanotechnology and the cannabis plant. Cannabinoids can be stored inside a nanoparticle and delivered to its intended target without degrading before
its controlled release.
Researchers are also working on a “superclass” of cannabinoid nanoparticles with the ability to provide treatment
across a broad spectrum of diseases (10).
Nanotechnology had been used in
pharmacology for decades, Clarke explained, so there was an established track
record about how they worked.
But some cannabis manufacturers just
used the term as a buzzword for sales. For
example, there were nanotechology CBD
water products introduced a few years
ago, and most of them had no cannabinoids in them, he said. “They had these
hocus pocus stories about water molecules enveloping the cannabis particles
that were simply not true. That spooked
cannabissciencetech.com
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the industry about whether or not nanotechnology was real.”
Flavor has been a huge challenge for
the company, he says, because nanotechnology use typically enhances the bitterness of the cannabinoids in their gummies. “Working to mask that bitterness
has been an ongoing challenge from the
get-go," said Clarke.
He said that Sunderstorm worked
with a partner to test the blood of a consumer who had been using their sublingual product to see how much of the
cannabinoid ended up in the bloodstream. “We knew that our products
work, not just anecdotally, but because
they had science behind them.”
For the nanotech gummies, they based
that product on the same science used by
Nestle in some of their products because
they worked for a year and half on how
to properly flavor them. “All of the nanotechnologies we have embedded in our
products have been based on FDA Generally Regarded as Safe (GRAS) certifications from decades of experience with
these technologies,” said Clarke (11).
Still, the company continues to focus
on the two biggest problems with edibles: variability of potency and time to onset. “One of the things we drive towards
is compressing the time from ingestion to
onset in all of our products,” he said. “Just
solving the potency variability has allowed
a lot of new consumers to adopt cannabis
who never would have in the past.”

Out of This World Work
One of the more inventive ways of trying
to find out more about the cannabis
plant is happening 240 miles above the
earth on the International Space Station
(ISS). ISS has already been the scene for
laboratory work by beer brewers such as
Budweiser, Coors, and Sapporo.
Budweiser sent barley seeds to
the ISS in December 2017 to see how
they withstood gravity, and how they
would germinate in that environment,
with the goal of being the first beer
brewed in space (12). Now it’s time to
cannabissciencetech.com

study cannabis in that microgravity
environment.
Space Tango, based in Lexington,
Kentucky, is working with a company
providing hemp genetics, Atalo Holdings, to enhance and bioengineer hemp
for biomedical applications back on
Earth. “Using microgravity, we envision
a future where many of the next breakthroughs in healthcare, plant biology and
technology may well occur off the planet Earth,” co-founder and chairman of
Space Tango, Kris Kimel, said in a press
release about the project (13).
“When we send plants to the International Space Station, we eliminate one
core, constant force, to which plants are
well-adapted—gravity,” explained Dr.
Joe Chappell, a member of the Space
Tango Science Advisory Team who specializes in drug development and design and has personally conducted microgravity research on the ISS. “When
plants are ‘stressed,’ they pull from a genetic reservoir to produce compounds
that allow them to adapt and survive.
Understanding how plants react in an
environment where the traditional stress
of gravity is removed can provide new
insights into how adaptations come
about, and how researchers might take
advantage of such changes for the discovery of new characteristics, traits, biomedical applications, and efficacy.”
From discovery and cultivation by humans more than 5000 years ago, to becoming one of the most intriguing plants
for scientists to explore even in outer
space, cannabis continues to both challenge scientists and reveal characteristics that have been proven to help all of
mankind—and indeed, certain animals
as well.
As more research digs deeper into
this plant, and as restrictions about research and product development are either changed or eliminated altogether,
the data suggests that we are still just on
the ground floor, yet taking careful steps
into more illuminating and medically
beneficial discoveries.
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cannabis crossroads

Leading with Confidence:

An Interview with Dr. Tania Sasaki
of Confidence Analytics
By Joshua Crossney

I

n this installment of "Cannabis Crossroads," I interviewed a leading cannabis
testing laboratory's chief science officer
(CSO)—Dr. Tania Sasaki of Confidence
Analytics. Here, Dr. Sasaki shares her insights, experiences, challenges, future directions, and advice. Sasaki has more than
two decades of analytical science experience applying chromatography and mass
spectrometry applications to a wide variety of fields ranging from metabolite identification to clinical testing and she has
become a beacon of expertise and information, leading the way for improvements in
cannabis testing methods and workflows.

Q:

You have extensive experience
in analytical chemistry, clinical,
and forensics markets, as well
as past roles at major analytical
instruments manufacturers and
healthcare testing laboratories
prior to your role as CSO at
Confidence Analytics. This
seems like an ideal background
for a cannabis lab CSO. How is
cannabis quality control (QC)
testing similar to healthcare lab
testing? What are some major
differences?

The basic operation and workflows required to run an efficient,
high-throughput testing laboratory are
very similar. Also, a lot of the testing
methods for both cannabis testing and
clinical (healthcare) testing are chromatography (gas chromarography [GC] or
liquid chromatography [LC]) and mass
spectrometry (MS) based.
The biggest difference between the
two types of laboratories is that there are

A:
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federal guidelines and agencies that oversee and regulate clinical testing laboratories. Because marijuana—and previously
all cannabis—remains federally scheduled,
there are no guidelines from federal agencies, as well as little previous research or
literature to consult. Regulations vary considerably among the various states in which
cannabis has been legalized. However, because it has been almost 25 years since California legalized medical cannabis (the
first state), an increased amount of information is becoming available and common
“best practices” are beginning to emerge.
Some federal guidelines are starting to
form because of the legalization of hemp,
which is a type of cannabis, in the 2018
Farm Bill. For example, the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST)
launched the Cannabis Quality Assurance
program last July and Confidence Analytics is participating in the program. Other organizations such as American Society
for Testing and Materials (ASTM) and Association of Official Analytical Chemists
(AOAC) are also developing hemp testing
guidelines and methods.
My focus in clinical laboratories was
clinical chemistry (versus hematology, molecular diagnostics, and so forth),
and more specifically toxicology. In clinical chemistry, except for a few LC–MS or
GC–MS methods, testing is very automated and requires little manual interaction.
In the cannabis laboratory, most testing
requires some level of manual preparation. Most testing was performed using
automated analyzers or LC–MS/MS in
the clinical laboratories where I worked.
In cannabis laboratories, a larger variety
of instrumentation is required to run the
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complete set of required testing. Many of
the tests are chromatography-based, but
microbial, water activity, and heavy metals
testing are completely different (though it
should be noted that many clinical laboratories do perform heavy metal testing using the same technologies that cannabis
laboratories use.)
Finally, the wide variety of cannabis products (samples) is different from
the samples tested in clinical laboratories. There are only so many human specimen types and many are relatively similar. Although in cannabis testing flower or
plant material and concentrates make up
the majority of the samples, the textures
of concentrates can vary significantly—
from an almost solid shatter to a very “gooey” distillate. There are also a wide variety
of infused products: oils, topicals, edibles,
beverages, and much more. These very different matrices create challenges in testing
and take extra effort to ensure that results
are valid for each product type.

Q:

Can you share with us a little
about your undergraduate and
post graduate work and how
that has helped you in your
current role?

My undergraduate degree is in
chemistry. My graduate work was
in analytical chemistry, with my research
being in chromatography–mass
spectrometry—so the work I am doing now
is directly related to my educational
background. Having a solid understanding
of chromatographic separations helped with
the development of complex separations,
such as cannabinoid testing, where there
are several similar compounds, including

A:
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isomers. Understanding mass spectrometry
and all the finer details were very useful in
optimizing trace level, multicomponent
pesticide methods. And, of course, in
graduate school I didn’t get brand new
instrumentation that was covered by a
warranty or service contract!
Understanding how to troubleshoot and
resolve instrumentation issues to keep
instruments running to meet our sample
turnaround times is very important. It is
very costly to have an instrument down
while waiting for repairs.

Q:

Can you tell us a little bit more
about Confidence Analytics and
your mission, goals, and key
market differentiators?

The founders of Confidence
Analytics (CEO Nicholas Mosely
and CTO Bobby Hines) have technical and
scientific backgrounds. When Washington
State passed I-502—the adult use cannabis
initiative—Nick and Bobby recognized the
need for quality testing of cannabis and
formed Confidence Analytics. In my
experience, many laboratories (not just
cannabis) are started by business personnel
or investors who do not truly understand
the science—or the true cost (both time
and money)—required to open a quality
lab. Nick and Bobby recognize the value of
high technical standards and are dedicated
to achieving and maintaining them. When I
was asked to join the team, I was very
impressed with the solid, scientific
foundation of the company and the
commitment to quality.
Confidence Analytics’ goal or mission is
to “provide accurate results and as quickly
as possible… We strive to be a leader in customer service and satisfaction, as well as a
leader in the industry.” Historically, there
has been some stigma around cannabis. By
promoting quality science and educating the
public, we aim to help legitimize and destigmatize the industry. Cannabis analysis and
research is an emerging field and new discoveries frequently occur. We are excited to
contribute to advancing the study of cannabis, as well as the industry as a whole.

A:
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About the Interviewee
Tania A. Sasaki, PhD, received her BA in chemistry from Pomona
College (Claremont, CA) and her PhD in analytical chemistry from the
University of California (Riverside), where her dissertation focused on gas
chromatography with mass spectral and infrared detection. Her experience
includes more than 20 years of chromatography-mass spectrometry
experience in several areas, including metabolite identification, clinical
applications, forensic toxicology, and cannabis testing.
For the past 10 years, Dr. Sasaki has worked for several start-up clinical
laboratories where her responsibilities included everything from laboratory design, operations,
capital equipment procurement, method development and validation, compliance, and
regulations. Dr. Sasaki joined Confidence Analytics, an ISO 17025 cannabis testing laboratory
in Redmond, WA, as their Chief Science Officer in 2018. She also serves as a member of the
Washington State Cannabis Science Task Force Analytical Methods Working Group.
Her extensive experience in LC–MS/MS, toxicology, and cannabis testing is demonstrated through
the many articles she has authored, numerous presentations at national and international
conferences, and invitations to instruct training courses and webinars on these topics, including
being invited to teach a course on “Quality Control and Quality Assurance in Medical Cannabis
Analysis and Dispensing” for Thomas Jefferson University.

Q:

Where are you currently based
and are you expanding
operations in 2021?

Confidence Analytics was
established in 2014 in Redmond,
Washington. Washington was the first state
to certify laboratories and require QC
testing. We were the second laboratory to
receive state certification and the first to
submit a completed test report. Those
statistics are very exciting for us and make
us one of the longest running cannabis
laboratories in Washington state.
We are currently in the process of opening a second laboratory in Grover Beach,
California, and expect to open early Q2.

A:

Q:

Who are some of your key
industry partners?

We like to partner with
companies who hold the same
values regarding quality and integrity.
Currently, Washington is one of the few
states that do not require pesticide
testing for adult-use cannabis.
Legislation is in process to require
pesticide and heavy metal testing, but
actual approval and implementation
have been delayed because of COVID-19
and the difficulty to hold hearings and
public meetings. We believe pesticide
testing is very important for consumer
safety and, therefore, we partner with
producers and processors who are

A:

committed to providing quality
products that meet or exceed the
pesticide requirements for medical
cannabis. These companies use safe
cultivation practices and incur the cost
of testing each batch or lot of products
for pesticides—not because these are
required, but because they care about
the industry and its consumers.
Products that meet the requirements
are labeled “Tested with Confidence” so
consumers can be assured that the
product has met stringent testing
requirements. We have a “Tested with
Confidence” website (https://www.
testedwithconfidence.com/) that lists
the companies and brands for easy
consumer reference.
This interviewed was edited for length and
clarity. To read the full interview, please
visit: https://www.cannabissciencetech.com/
columns/cannabis-crossroads.
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BY R O B E R T M A N E S A N D Z A C A R I A H H I L D E N B R A N D
In no other place do we see a more extensive interplay between nature and nurture than the new frontier of
medicine: cannabis and hemp. The genetics of a given varietal certainly provide the potential for what one
can expect in terms of morphological structure and phytochemical composition; however, whether or not that
potential is realized is largely a function of the cultivation environment. Soil, water, and nutrient compositions
play important roles in one’s quest to produce ultra-premium flower material; but unequivocally, it is lighting
spectrum, coverage, and penetration that have the most influence over the terminal outcome, particularly in
controlled environment agriculture.
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HE CULTIVATION OF cannabis and hemp is a
multifaceted process that is reliant upon various
genetic and environmental factors working in concert with one another to support a favorable outcome. While genetics provide a foundation for what one can
expect in terms of yield and phytochemical content from any
given varietal, it is likely the cultivation environment that determines whether or not the aforementioned plants achieve
their genetic potential. Pertinent environmental variables include soil, water, and nutrient quality; however, lighting is
likely the most influential variable in terms of producing ultra-premium flower materials.
So, what makes for ultra-premium cannabis and hemp? The
most obvious answer is cannabinoids; especially delta-9-tetrahydrocannabinol (THC) and cannabidiol (CBD), the primary constituents found in cannabis and hemp, respectively. However, more recently there has been growing awareness
and interest in the physiological values of the various scent
and taste elements: terpenes and flavonoids.
Terpenes are organic compounds that exist in many plants,
producing specific aromas, but they have uses beyond smelling great (most of them, that is). More than 100 terpene compounds have been identified in cannabis and most strains are
uniquely identified by their terpene profile. From a medicinal standpoint, terpenes are responsible for certain “entourage effects” when used in conjunction with various cannabinoids. From a therapeutic standpoint, this is to say that the
human body is far more responsive to a bouquet of cannabinoids and terpenes as opposed to an individual component.
For example, CBD and alpha-pinene treats against inflammation while THC and beta-myrcene provides a sedative effect
and relaxes muscles.
Flavonoids are polyphenolic metabolites found in cannabis and hemp that provide pigmentation and ultraviolet (UV)
light filtration to the plant, and anti-inflammatory and antioxidant activity to the end user. Some of the more prominent
flavonoids include the anthocyanins and the cannaflavins,
which are represented as blue or purple pigments and work
synergistically with various terpenes, respectively. Of the various classes of phytomolecules expressed in cannabis and
hemp, the flavonoids have garnered the least amount of attention by scientists. This is likely a function of the technical
difficulties associated with isolating these constituents from
plant matter, as opposed to the cannabinoids and terpenes,
which are contained in the extracellular trichome glands.
While terpenes and flavonoids are certainly present in cannabis grown outdoors, external environments are not conducive to the highest quality, nor the consistency of crops. Cannabis grown outdoors is subject to cross pollination from
a myriad of plants, which can significantly alter chemical
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“When evaluating the
various options in
horticultural lighting, it
is best to consider three
important variables:
color (as in light spectrum),
coverage of the crop, and
using adequate power to
achieve yield targets.”
composition. In addition, pollination usually means that seed
production begins—and seeds are a deal-breaker for cannabis
patients and recreational users. How do we solve this problem? Bring them indoors and carefully control every aspect of
the grow through controlled environment agriculture (CEA).
CEA requires precise control of environment, to include
temperature and humidity levels, a planting medium, quality water, nutrients and additives, and of course, lighting. Of
the many tools cultivators use, lighting choice is the most
critical, for lighting sets the potential for plant growth and
chemical content. It controls respiration and sleep cycles,
provides signaling to trigger various growth stages, and
powers photosynthesis.

Existing Technologies
The most common lighting used in CEA has been high intensity discharge (HID) lighting, such as metal halide (MH)
and high pressure sodium (HPS). HPS is generally used for
flowering stages of cannabis because it produces much more
light in the amber and red end of the visible electromagnetic
spectrum, as opposed to MH, which emits primarily in the
blue end of this spectrum. Most HPS spectrum analysis shows
that up to 95% of the power used by an HPS lamp produces
output at 850 nm. We also know this as infrared-invisible
to the human eye, but instead felt as heat, with little known
benefit to plants. We must remove the excess heat and pay the
electricity company hefty light bills, only to pump a significant
portion of this output away from our grows. In addition, many
HPS lamps change operating parameters as they age. After as
little as 200 h of operation, their total output decreases and
spectrum shifts, which is detrimental to cannabis operations.
Most growers still using HPS replace their lamps every grow
cycle, or every other grow cycle to counter these changes.
With the exception of growing in a greenhouse and using the sun as the main source of lighting, there are few technologies that approach the properties of sunlight for sheer
cannabissciencetech.com
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power, spectrum, and coverage. Among
the most promising of these technologies are light emitting diodes (LEDs).
LEDs are solid-state devices comprised of semiconductor materials,
and when a current is passed through
various combinations of these materials, light is produced. Many different colors of LEDs have been designed to-date, but all produce light in
a very narrow frequency band. These
frequencies are only a few nanometers wide and are known as “discrete”
LEDs in the industry. Broad spectrum
white LEDs are produced by adding a
certain phosphor formula coating to a
blue diode. The short wavelength and
high power of the blue output causes the phosphor to fluoresce. The color
of this fluorescence is derived from the
specific formulation of the phosphor
cannabissciencetech.com

coating and outputs range from very
blue light (also known as cool white)
to light with a more reddish or orange
tinge (also known as warm white).
LED lights also provide the benefit
of environmental stewardship as they
are far more energy efficient than other
lighting modalities. In traditional HID
lighting, only about 5–10% of the energy
used produces light in the visible spectrum. In several of these technologies,
particularly HPS and MH, there is significant output at 850 nm on the magnetic spectrum. That’s also known as
infrared and, of course, we feel that as
heat. LED technology gives us the ability to produce precision spectrums and
lighting efficiency is approaching 24%
versus the 5–10% of HID lamps.
LEDs are considered “point source”
lighting, unlike lamps or bulbs that
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emit light (and heat) from a 360-degree envelope. This point source can
be shaped very efficiently with special
lenses, known as total internal reflective (TIR) lenses. These lenses collect
the output from an LED and direct up
to 95% of the light in a predetermined
cone of light—also called a steradian.
Another benefit is the “efficacy” of
LEDs versus HID lighting. Manufacturable LED fixtures can produce up to
140 lumens of light per Watt of energy
consumed. The term “manufacturable”
is reference to what can be sustained
in everyday use. While there are LED
manufacturers boasting efficacies of up
to 220 lm/W, managing the heat produced is a hurdle that causes some challenges for fixture designers. Of course,
there have been significant strides in
thermal management materials, such
as graphene composite heat sinks, but
mass production will take time because
of cost considerations. In contrast,
the efficacy of HPS lighting is around
85 lm/W, MH is 65 lm/W, and T8 fluorescent lighting has achieved 80 lm/W.
Collectively, precision spectrum, efficiency (24%), efficacy (140 lm/W), the
directional nature of LEDs using lenses, and HID fixture inefficiencies are
all contributing factors to the fact that
one can replace 1000 W of HID lighting with 600 W of LED lighting.

Lighting Metrics
When evaluating the various options
in horticultural lighting it is best to
consider three important variables:
color (as in light spectrum), coverage
of the crop, and using adequate power
to achieve yield targets.
For color, start with the McCree
Curve, researched and identified by
Dr. Keith McCree in the 1970s. This describes a cross-section of 22 crop plants
and their average photon utilization.
Some companies are doing their own
research and have developed “relative
photosynthetic efficiency” maps that
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laboratory results expressed in lumens, lux, or footcandles—
lighting metrics not particularly well-suited to horticulture.
In addition, the testing is often conducted in an enclosed
“integrating sphere,” or using a goniophotometer, neither of
which is strictly suited to horticultural illumination testing.
Some lamps are tested bare-LED or bare-bulb and some are
tested within a lighting fixture. Some fixtures may employ
optics, such as glass covers, lenses and reflectors, that will be
delivered installed in the final product. Some glass and lenses can attenuate output by up to 8%, while some reflector assemblies can reduce light delivered to your plants by up to
40%. Certain glass completely blocks UV-A and most UV-B.
It is obvious there are many variables and more often than
not, vendors and manufacturers do not provide the details
of their testing methods or specific metrics used to establish their “photon count.” PAR maps presenting actual photon counts at a given distance over a specific test area can
be a nice metric, but PAR does not specify spectrum. For example, 50 bright flashlights can provide the light output of a
600 W HPS fixture and the PAR mapping would be phenomenal, but you wouldn’t grow a plant with it.

Corrected Color Temperature
may help, but be sure to check the data for yourselves. The
entire visible range, as well as certain spectra in the nonvisible range, should be used to produce phytochemical content
and promote yield. Light in the red and far-red range assists
greatly in flowering stages and helps to manipulate plant
growth and development (photomorphogenesis), while light
in the UV range helps with pest and pathogenic control.
Coverage is the ability to provide an average photon count
across your entire crop. As previously stated, HID users are familiar with the tendency for their crops to “peak” directly under the lamp. LEDs generally provide the best coverage because
of their point-source construction. Many LEDs may be placed
in various configurations spreading out over a given area, as
opposed to HID’s single lamp and reflector construction.
Current, or power, denotes the ability to deliver a quantity
of photons to a target. Combining power and spectrum, and
of course experience in the cannabis space, relative performance can be expected from certain fixtures. However, this
is where things can get tricky.
Industry claims of high photon delivery can be very confusing, and even misleading. Different manufacturers' advertisements speak to lumens, footcandles, lumens per Watt,
corrected color temperature (CCT), photosynthetic photon
flux (PPF), photosynthetic photon flux density (PPFD), and
prevailing at the time of this article, photosynthetic photon
efficacy (PPE). Often the photon count is extrapolated from
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Corrected color temperature (CCT) is expressed in degrees
Kelvin, that is, 4000 °K CCT. There is still evidence that this
metric is being used by vendors and manufacturers to sell
product. This is perhaps one of the most useless metrics when it
comes to horticultural lighting. CCT references the human eye’s
perception of color and there are 100 ways to create 4000 °K,
many of which won’t help in the grow room.

Photosynthetic Photon Flux

Photosynthetic photon flux (PPF) measures composite
or total photon count from a source. It is usually tested in
the spectral range of PAR (photosynthetically active radiation), which is currently accepted as 400–700 nm, which
also happens to be the visual range of the human eye. Many
researchers have proven that plants react photosynthetically outside these parameters. For instance, a chlorophyll
“antenna pigment,” known as chlorophyll F, is reactive at
780 nm, far outside the visual range of humans. PPF is less
useful than referencing l m/W figures, as lumens per Watt is a
well-defined metric. However, neither is incredibly useful for
determining efficacy or quality of lighting.

Photosynthetic Photon Flux Density

The photosynthetic photon flux density (PPFD) metric
improves upon PPF measurements because it provides actual
photon delivery to a target, such as a crop. However, it still does
not take specific spectrum into account. For instance, you could
put 1000 W of 555 nm (green) light on the target and the PPFD
cannabissciencetech.com
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“LED research and development
groups are already claiming to
have produced 300 lm/W in the
laboratory, but the next strides
will need to come from materials
manufacturers to manage the heat
produced by these devices.”
readings would be astronomical. As
with the previous flashlight example,
you would not grow crops with it. On
a side note, a study was conducted
using 555 nm green light on a cannabis
crop in 2014. This was in response to
an overwhelming opinion (in social
media and bulletin boards) that plants
do not react to green light at all. This
is absolutely false. It is true plants see
less green light than other colors, and
that is why most plants appear green to
us, but the differential is as little as 3%,
compared to the rest of the photosynthetic spectrum. By the way, the plants
grew in the green light but as you might
imagine, they had significant nutrient
uptake inefficiencies and set no records
in yield or chemical content.

Photosynthetic Photon Efficacy

The photosynthetic photon efficacy (PPE) metric is currently the hot
ticket in horticultural lighting sales.
This number is derived by dividing the
PPF by the power used, in Watts. It is
the horticultural equivalent of saying
“lumens per Watt.”
Many laboratories are now providing photosynthetic photon flux (PPF),
photosynthetic photon flux density (PPFD), and photosynthetic photon efficacy (PPE) measurements in
their horticultural lighting test offerings. However, no official body specifies the true effective spectral range
for these tests. Even the most accomplished photobiologists will admit we
have a lot to learn about how a plant
processes light.
cannabissciencetech.com

The Future of
Lighting Science
White LEDs play a huge role in horticultural lighting as they present the
most efficient way to produce a fuller
spectrum of light using a blue diode to
excite a precision phosphor coating.
The accepted theoretical efficacy limit
of these white LEDs is 300 lm/W. The
industry is manufacturing fixtures with
acceptable lifespans using 150 lm/W
devices, so there is still room to grow.
LED research and development groups
are already claiming to have produced
300 lm/W in the laboratory, but the next
strides will need to come from materials
manufacturers to manage the heat produced by these devices. Even with this
“broadband” white LED, horticultural
lighting is very far from producing everything a plant needs. Part of the problem
is that the scientific community may be
decades away from knowing exactly what
plants require, in terms of lighting.
In horticultural lighting, discrete
LEDs are often used to supplement these
white “full spectrum” LEDs. For instance, certain red and far-red LEDs are
used to increase flowering yields, phytochemical production, and to manage
photomorphological functions, while
some designers employ UV LEDs to artificially stress plants into growing stronger, and also for pest and pathogenic protection. As these discrete devices have
extremely narrow outputs, most only a
few nanometers wide, a process facilitating widening this bandwidth would be a
huge plus for the industry. To this specific point, Curtis Mathes Grow Lights
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is currently engaged in a collaboration
with ZED Therapeutics, the University
of Texas at Arlington and the University
of Texas at El Paso to evaluate the phytochemical effects of phytochrome manipulation using variable periods of red
light exposure. This research may yield
a deeper understanding of how the major photoreceptors in cannabis and hemp
affect the expression of various cannabinoids, terpenes, and flavonoids.
The industry will benefit from lighting controls and monitors to manage environment, control power, and allow for
remote operation of huge grows. For instance, a system deployed in greenhouses would take into consideration geographic location, plant makeup, and
daily light interval (DLI) requirements
to manage lighting output and ensure
plants get what they need while preserving energy. The same system will condition water, distribute and mix nutrients
precisely, and deliver it to plants based
upon their individual consumption.
Other areas that would contribute to
controlled environment agriculture are
lighting distribution control and development of new materials that minimize
light loss or misuse. For instance, while
TIR lenses can increase photon delivery
to an exact location by up to 700%, or
more, the light lost in the reflective process can be upwards of 7–8%. Cheaper and more efficient optical materials
could increase efficiencies.
Collectively, the science of horticultural lighting is still in its infancy,
which suggests that significant discoveries yet to be made may have the potential to greatly improve our understanding of how cannabis and hemp
respond to light on the cellular and
molecular levels, ultimately resulting
in higher quality medicine and more
targeted medical applications.
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Back to the Root
The Role of Botany and Plant Physiology
in Cannabis Testing, Part IV:
The Botany of Cannabinoids or Why Do Plants
Produce Cannabinoids and What’s in it for Them?
GWEN BODE

W

ELCOME TO THE final installment of
"Back to the Root." This article series was
written with the goal of exploring the roles
that botany and plant physiology play in
cannabis testing and research. Previous articles spanned
multiple industry relevant topics including mechanisms of
plant heavy metal uptake, pesticide interactions with plant
defense systems, and the genetic and environmental factors
associated with plant terpene synthesis (1–3). In this final
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article, I intend to draw connections from cannabis’ agricultural history to the real world problems that researchers face
in attempting to resolve its speciation, determine how or if
various strains differ from one another, and generally quantify and organize the genetic diversity of the genus Cannabis as a whole. In particular, we will discuss the implications
that this unresolved relationship has for our understanding
of the botanical import of cannabinoids and why Cannabis
ssp. produce them at all.
cannabissciencetech.com
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In this final installment of "Back to the Root," we will be exploring the botanical import of
cannabinoids. Cannabis has been cultivated for thousands of years and is arguably one of the
first crops ever domesticated by humanity. This domestication, however, has proved problematic
for understanding the role of cannabinoids in plant secondary metabolism. This piece begins
by exploring what we do and don’t know about the origins of Cannabis ssp. from a botanical
perspective. Then it outlines some of the hypotheses proposed to explain the “why”
of cannabinoid production in plants and the approaches that researchers are taking to try
and answer this elusive question.

research

The Agricultural
and Evolutionary
History of Cannabis
The domestication of cannabis occurred
in ancient times, some estimates as
distant as tens of thousands of years
ago. It’s unclear exactly when humanity first began utilizing cannabis, but
archeological and cultural evidence does
exist to provide some insight. The first
known use of cannabis to date was as
a food source (4). Cannabis fruits (see
note below), which are more commonly
referred to as “seeds,” were found in
a kitchen midden (that is, trash pile),
in Japan roughly 9000 years ago (4).
[Note: Botanically speaking a fruit is a
seed-bearing structure that forms from
the ovary where as a seed is an embryonic plant enclosed in a protective outer
covering. Cannabis fruits are classified
as achenes, a simple dry fruit that
contains a single seed. Simply put, this
is a conversation about layers wherein
the additional dry fruit layer formed
from the ovary that surrounds the seed
defines how we classify it botanically.]
Archeologists have long understood that
useful information that has the potential
to resolve burning historical questions
can be obtained by literally digging
through someone’s trash. Estimates of
when fiber use of cannabis began are
roughly around the same time as use in
a food context (4). Ancient texts exist
that indicate the cultivation of cannabis
in China has been occurring for more
than 6000 years (5). There is even evidence for the first use of cannabis as an
inebriant; residues found inside a censor
in the Pamirs mountains of central
Asia were analyzed via gas chromatography–mass spectrometry (GC–MS)
and shown to contain decarboxylated
cannabinoids (6). Considering the long
history of cultivation and domestication
of cannabis, it begs the question: What
impacts might historical and present
day agricultural usage have on understanding the evolutionary relationships
among cannabis chemotypes?
cannabissciencetech.com
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“The implications of these
findings are that we have
conflicting genetic evidence
for how speciation of the genus
Cannabis is to be defined.”
In trying to nail down the specific speciation of Cannabis (genus), researchers have come at the problem
from a variety of angles with a range of
approaches. The earliest attempt was
also the most classical approach: a taxonomic evaluation. Small and Cronquist made inferences regarding the
speciation of Cannabis by comparing
morphological traits and geographic population distributions. Based on
this methodology they found that the
genus Cannabis was monospecific, or
consisting of a single species, Cannabis sativa (7). Within C. sativa two subspecies, ssp. sativa and ssp. indica, were
identified (7). C. sativa ssp. sativa encompasses a group of generally northern, minimally intoxicant plants that
were influenced by breeding for characteristics such as fiber and oil production (7). Alternatively, C. sativa ssp.
indica encompasses a group of generally southern plants, with significant
intoxicant qualities that were influenced by selection for intoxicant properties (7). So, what exactly does this
mean? The conclusion is that C. sativa ssp. sativa and C. sativa ssp. indica are equivalent to what are colloquially referred to as “Hemp” and any of
the plethora of names associated with
“drug-type” cannabis (that is, recreational, marijuana, high tetrahydrocannabidiol [THC]), respectively. Furthermore, these two chemotypes are
of the same species and only distinguished on the subspecies level. While
this study utilized morphological characteristics to classify groups—an approach that has lost favor in the age
of genetic research—it was a critical

first step utilizing the best methodology available at the time; the authors
findings continue to be the most widely accepted classification of Cannabis
sp. to date.
In the modern era of genetics-based research it seems plausible
that we would have a clearer understanding of the true species level classification of Cannabis. Several studies
have attempted to clarify the relationship among members of the genus Cannabis. Hillig performed a large
scale study that looked at 157 populations of cannabis and examined the
genetic diversity of its deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) at 17 unique gene locations (5). In particular, Hillig looked
for variation in alleles, or alternate
forms of the same gene, to better understand Cannabis speciation. Hillig was the first to propose that the
genus Cannabis contained three different species: C. sativa, C. indica, and C.
ruderalis (5). While the author makes
a compelling case for speciation between hemp and drug-type cannabis, the evidence for the existence of a
third species (C. ruderalis) is less clear
due to limited sample availability, as
Hillig willingly admits (5). This study
is pivotal in that it essentially opened
the door to what is still a hotly contested debate among botanists, taxonomists, and geneticists.
In an attempt to approach the debate from an alternative genetic angle, Gilmore and colleagues conducted a study examining genetic
variation in organelle DNA (8). Organelles are essentially tiny cellular “organs” that allow cells to organize and
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compartmentalize various biochemical processes. Unless otherwise specified, when we think of “DNA” what
we are actually thinking of is the DNA
found within the nucleus of the cell, or
nuclear DNA. However, two of these organelles, specifically chloroplasts and
mitochondria, are unique in that they
possess their own independent DNA.
[Note: As a quick Biology 101 refresher:
mitochondria are present in both animal and plant cells where they function as the “powerhouses” of the cell,
converting sugar molecules into usable
energy for cellular processes, whereas chloroplasts are found only in plant
cells and are the site where photosynthesis occurs.] This is an artifact of
the evolutionary history of these organelles known as Endosymbiotic Theory,
which I have referenced in case there
is interest but will leave off explaining for the sake of brevity. By examining the DNA present in these endosymbionts-turned-organelles, researchers
can generate complimentary evolutionary and biogeographic insights to nuclear DNA; particularly because these
organelles are transferred matrilineally, or from the mother to any offspring,
it makes them a useful tool for understanding evolutionary relationships.
The results of this study are interesting in that very little genetic variation was discovered across 12 different mitochondrial and chloroplast
DNA gene locations in cannabis (8).
Using what variation they did find, Gilmore and colleagues divided their genetic data into six distinct haplotypes,
or groups of genes within an organism
that are inherited together from a single parent, in this case from the mother. The haplotypes were then mapped
to better understand the geographic distribution of genetic variation in
Cannabis organelles. A distillation of
the findings showed that genetic variation found within the organelles of
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“Due to hybridization there
is no longer any discernable
genetic difference between
'indica' or 'sativa' strains.”
cannabis was largely in support of a
single species concept (1,8). Markedly,
the lack of genetic variation between
all populations lends strong support
for defining Cannabis as a monospecific genus comprising of several subspecies. The implications of these findings
are that we have conflicting genetic evidence for how speciation of the genus
Cannabis is to be defined.

The Indica–Sativa Debate
and Conservation of
Wildtype Cannabis
In the age of rapid DNA replication,
whole-genome sequencing and other
powerful genetics techniques, the
speciation of Cannabis continues to
be elusive. In particular, the role that
domestication has played in obscuring
the origins and speciation of cannabis
is significant. In particular, the loss of
genetic diversity through deliberate
selection for desirable traits and incidental gene flow via escaped cultivars,
has led some researchers to call for the
conservation of the scarce remaining
wildtypes of cannabis (4). McPartland and Small, both of whom began
studying cannabis starting in the 1970s,
in particular are at the forefront of this
call. In a recent study that combined
the morphological examination of more
than 1100 herbarium specimens with
a meta-analysis of phytochemical and
genetic data, McPartland and Small
demonstrated that Cannabis (genus)
contains one species.
Further, they distinguished cannabis
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past the subspecies level, down to variants to make distinctions between domesticated and wildtype cannabis (4).
Their analysis showed that natural selection, driven by differences in climate, initiated a divergence between
wildtype variants that was reinforced
by selection of the respective domesticates for desirable traits (4). Another way to say this is that differences
in climate were causing the wildtype
variants to diverge from one another
and breeding for desirable characteristics such as THC content, reinforced
the divide. However, over the last 50
years hybridization of the two respective domesticates, which are equivalent to “indica” and “sativa” within the
recreational cannabis market, has so
thoroughly remixed the gene pool that
the two domestic variants are indistinguishable from each other (4). More
simply put, due to hybridization there
is no longer any discernable genetic
difference between “indica” or “sativa” strains.
Beyond examining the genetic divergence and recombination of the
more familiar cannabis domesticates,
McPartland and Small were able to
identify and distinguish four wildtypes
of cannabis. They present a case for
the conservation of these wildtypes as
reservoirs of population level genetic
diversity in the genus Cannabis, which
are being threatened by cross-breeding, via the two avenues mentioned
previously (4). Conserving these wildtypes is critical to conserving not only
cannabissciencetech.com
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genetic diversity, but also to the study
of the evolutionary history of cannabis. In turn, understanding the evolutionary history of cannabis, as we will
discuss for the remainder of this article, is necessary for understanding
the botanical function of novel phytochemicals, namely cannabinoids.

Botanical Import
of Cannabinoids
In looking over the body of genetic
analyses we can see that artificial
selection, combined with gene flow
between populations that might have
otherwise been isolated has reduced
the population level genetic diversity
of cannabis. This makes it very difficult
to use modern genomics techniques to
answer questions regarding speciation,
or even to explain differences between
recreational strains. You can think of
this using a deck of cards as an analogy.
In the beginning all the cards are mixed
together in one deck (our total gene
pool). As you deal them out to different
individuals the cards are distributed
among the players unequally (populations). As the game progresses the
cards move between individuals (gene
flow), but each individual is trying to
build an ideal hand (natural selection)
to win the game. But what if suddenly
the dealer takes all the cards back and
shuffles them? This is a highly simplified model, but it gets at what large
scale hybridization has done; we’ve
reshuffled the cards back together again
such that we can no longer tell the
difference between each player’s hand.
This has downstream implications for
understanding the evolutionary and
ecological processes that determined
how and why certain novel compounds
such as cannabinoids might have
arisen and their ecological role in plant
secondary metabolism. However, in
spite of this several researchers have
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attempted to address the “why” of
cannabinoids. That is to say, why do
cannabis plants produce cannabinoids?
To date, the most cited piece of literature regarding the role of secondary metabolites present in cannabis
is “Chemical Ecology of Cannabis” by
Pate in 1994 (9). This paper provides
a suite of hypotheses for the botanical purposes of cannabinoids, which
have been largely understudied outside of their intoxicant effects. This
is due in part to the former and current illicit status of cannabis, which
had many downstream effects for research. Until legalization of recreational cannabis opened the door to the
scientific community at large in the
United States, the University of Mississippi was the only federally authorized grower of cannabis and thus had
a monopoly on cannabis research (10).
Elsewhere in the world, cannabis research has overwhelmingly focused on
the chemistry of cannabis, in particular metabolomics, medical research,
and chemical analysis. To the best of
my knowledge, very little research exists that examines the botanical function of cannabinoids.
The primary hypothesis for the
“why" of cannabinoids is that they are
produced in response to abiotic stress.
Studies have shown that drought
stress increased trichome density and
cannabinoid content in pollen (9). In
particular, THC content increased in
plants that typically produced greater
quantities of cannabidiol (CBD), when
they were grown in a hot, dry climate
(Sudan) rather than a temperate climate (England) (9). More recently,
Caplan and colleagues demonstrated that controlled drought stress increases both inflorescence dry weight
and cannabinoid content (11). However, it is unknown if cannabis chemotypes will all respond similarly to a
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controlled drought regime, meaning
that more research needs to be done
on a broader swath of chemotypes before this method would become a recommended practice.
While drought stress is probably the
most studied variable, there are other
abiotic factors that also might trigger
an uptick in cannabinoid production.
Temperature has been suggested as
a possible stressor, but it seems most
likely that any impacts on plant physiology would be through its association
with drought stress (9). Soil nutrients
also have the potential to impact cannabinoid production. In particular, soil
potassium is negatively correlated to
cannabinoid production whereas magnesium and iron both appear to have a
positive effect (9). Ultraviolet (UV) radiation has also received a fair amount
of scientific attention in the past. In
particular, it has been hypothesized
that greater exposure to UV radiation
selected for higher production of THC
compared to CBD in certain wildtypes,
thus driving the evolution of cannabis
(9). It has been demonstrated that UV
exposure results in higher THC production, suggesting a light-protective
phytochemical function for the plant
(9). However, another study found only
minor differences in UV-B light absorbency between THC and CBD, which
appears to undermine the idea that
THC is basically plant “sunscreen” (9).
To date it remains unclear what functional benefit enhanced THC production might have for the plant on a
physiological level. In order for us to
say that natural selection for a given
trait has resulted in evolution, population level studies linked to genetic evidence are needed, making the call to
conserve wildtype cannabis variants
all the more pressing. The extreme
loss of population level genetic diversity within Cannabis (genus) due to
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“So much variation in plant
stress responses exist that we
cannot necessarily assume
any one mechanism is at play
without strong supporting
evidence.”
hybridization could close the door on
our ever understanding the evolutionary history of this fascinating plant.
In addition to abiotic responses, it
has been hypothesized that cannabinoids might function in plant defense
against biotic stressors. Certainly
the stickiness of cannabinoids, which
are excreted via glandular trichomes
on the leaf surface, lend themselves
to mechanical defense against herbivores and insects in particular (9). In
fact, trichomes are a well-known mechanical defense to herbivory for a
broad swath of plant species. However, that does not rule out the possibility that they also possess chemically
defensive properties. In the wild, cannabis is subject to few natural enemies,
which could be the result of cannabinoids acting as a chemical defense. But
any grower knows that insect pests can
wreak havoc on a harvest. So, what exactly might be going on? It is possible
that in a wild system, where cannabis
plants are only exposed to natural enemies cannabinoids are chemically defensive. However, once you change the
system say to a greenhouse, you have
effectively changed the environment
that the plant now has to cope with.
Adaptations are environment specific, so changing the abiotic (light, temperature, water regime, and so on) and
biotic (insect pests) conditions can
change the fitness of a particular trait.
If the insects that thrive in a greenhouse are not the natural enemies of
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cannabis, then they are potentially inappropriate for understanding the
chemical ecology of cannabinoids.
So, if cannabinoids aren’t keeping
the bugs at bay, might they instead
function as protection against microorganisms? There is certainly evidence
that shows that cannabinoids possess
antimicrobial properties (9). However,
we once again run up against the same
questions previously mentioned. And
the answer is much the same; we cannot know exactly to what extent the
pests and pathogens that blight greenhouse operations are natural enemies
of cannabis. Is the necessarily artificial environment of the greenhouse
confounding our understanding of
the ecological and physiological function of cannabinoids? This is the age
old ecological debate of laboratory versus field experiments; in reality to really get a complete picture you need both
controlled and observational studies.

es exist that we cannot necessarily
assume any one mechanism is at play
without strong supporting evidence. In
1994, Pate called for a more ecological
approach to studying cannabis that
combined our knowledge of cannabis phytochemicals with the study of
their function in ecosystem processes
(9). Studies that explore the chemical
ecology and evolutionary history of
cannabis are desperately needed, if we
are to ever understand exactly how and
why these interesting, intoxicating,
and novel compounds are produced by
cannabis plants.
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Solutions for Cannabis Waste Destruction
CANNABIS CONTINUES TO expand its reach, both in legislation and
market size—cannabis is now legal in 36 states and 5 territories for
medicinal and recreational use, and that number continues to grow.
According to the Marijuana Business Factbook 2020, the U.S. cannabis industry is slated to increase 181% (1). In 2019, the industry was
valued at $37.8–46.2 billion, and by 2024, it is expected to increase to
$106.4–130.2 billion.
However, because cannabis is considered a Schedule 1 drug under
federal law, its remnants may be considered hazardous. So, what
does that mean? It means, cannabis can’t just be thrown in the trash.
First, it must be determined whether it is hazardous or dangerous
waste, which is determined by the Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA) and at the state level.
According to the Oregon Medical Marijuana Program (OMMP): “The
extraction process is considered an industrial process; making any
waste generated an industrial waste. Generators of industrial waste
must make their own determination whether their waste is a hazardous waste requiring special management and regulation. In most cases, cannabis extracts are not considered a hazardous waste.”
The Washington State Legislature said, “Wastes from the production and processing of marijuana plants must be evaluated against the
state’s dangerous waste regulations (chapter 173-303 WAC) to determine if those wastes designate as dangerous waste.”
If determined hazardous, cannabis waste must be disposed of
properly in accordance with federal, state and local laws and regulations. Non-hazardous waste must be shredded and disposed of
according to state law.
Among the 36 states and 5 territories, “At least 13 states currently
have laws and regulations that require cannabis waste to be shredded,” said Joseph Boyk, technical lead at High Yield Solutions Corp.
Those states include: California, Colorado, Illinois, Massachusetts,
Michigan, Minnesota, Montana, Nevada, New Jersey, New York, Ohio,
Oregon, and Washington.
“[Cannabis waste is] often mixed 50/50 with other materials to
make the plant waste unusable and unrecognizable,” Boyk said. “This
prevents material that may still contain trace amounts of THC and
other chemicals from being used or consumed by individuals.”
Although it varies state to state, in general, cannabis waste must
meet three disposal requirements:
•M
 ust be rendered unusable and unrecognizable.
•M
 ust be incorporated with non-cannabis waste—the leftover mixture must be at least 50% non-marijuana waste.
•M
 ust be disposed of as non-compostable waste (in a landfill), compostable waste, incinerated, or anaerobic digestion.
Therefore, cannabis waste is mixed and shredded with various
materials, including cardboard, soil, wood chips, yard debris, and so
forth. This gets tricky, however, because when a cultivator, processor,
cannabissciencetech.com

or testing laboratory needs to destroy their cannabis plant waste, a
traditional shredder won’t do the trick—the instrument must be able
to shred several types of materials.
“One of the challenges with processing cannabis plants is the
wide range of plant sizes, growing mediums, and containers,” Boyk
explained. “Not only are processors shredding the plant waste, they
are often shredding all the materials associated with the growing process. Large plastic pots, Rockwool, coconut, pallets, cardboard, netting, and tubing are just a few of the items that shredders need to be
able to handle.”

COMPLIANCE

So, what happens if a lab or cultivator isn’t compliant? Although this varies depending on the state, repercussions can range from fines to loss
of their license. However, Boyk said many states require destruction
equipment to be operational before the license process is finalized.
“The requirement to destroy cannabis waste is clearly defined in the
13 states that require it,” he said. “However, in the remaining states that
allow cannabis production, the disposal process is much less clearly
defined and often interpreted very differently among grow operations.”

COMMERCIAL SHREDDERS

To help cultivators, processers, and laboratories stay compliant, companies, such as High Yield Solutions Corp., have designed robust, industrial
destruction equipment to shred and grind cannabis waste. High Yield’s
Plant Muncher™ was engineered to grind cannabis plant waste, both wet
and dry, stems and stalks, root balls, rockwool, failed clones, harvest waste,
pots and containers with miscellaneous materials such as cardboard
used to render the waste unusable and unrecognizable. Its customizable
shredders and grinders not only simplify the destruction process, but they
reduce waste to a size compliant with individual state regulations.
As the cannabis industry continues to expand, so does its regulations,
and staying compliant is essential to running a successful grow house
or lab. Discarding cannabis waste in accordance with state law is part of
staying compliant, and companies such as High Yield are creating solutions to keep you compliant and efficient.
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A Market Overview:
CBD Topicals
BY A L I S S A M A R R A P O D I
The market for cannabidiol (CBD) products is ever growing. And within this market are topicals—one of the hottest
product formats. The Brightfield Group reported, in 2019, US sales of CBD topicals exceeded $703 million, second only
to CBD tinctures. By 2025, topicals are projected to reach $4.5 billion.
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What’s driving the topicals market? According to CWI,
the top-two reasons consumers purchase CBD topical
products are pain relief and skin health.
Let’s take a look at some of the key highlights from CWI’s
report, CBD Topicals in the USA, including various formulations, ingredients, concentrations, a little on pricing, and a
few notes on claims and other regulatory matters (1).

How Do Users Want CBD Topicals?
When it comes to topicals, the sky is the limit—CBD
has made its way into almost every personal care topical
format—from lotions to face masks. Lotions and creams
largely outweighed all other topical formats, accounting for
43% of all formats. Next was balms, making up 26% of the
stock-keeping units (SKUs). Together, these two categories
cannabissciencetech.com
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URING THE SUMMER of 2020, CWI Consulting Services—a consumer packaged goods (CPG)
planning and development consultancy that focuses on cannabidiol (CBD) products for the
mainstream market—conducted research and gathered data
on the topicals CBD market. It surveyed 360 hemp-based topical CBD products from 112 brands. The top 53 brands were
identified as market leaders by the Brightfield Group—this
group included every company that sold more than $350,000
in topical CBD products in 2019. What’s interesting is sales
from the top 53 brands comprised almost 60% of all sales in
2019 in the CBD sector. Furthermore, the top 10 brands—
American Shaman, CBD Clinic, CBD FX, CBDMD, Charlotte’s
Web, Green Roads, Medterra, PlusCBD, Reliva, and Sagely
Naturals—comprised only 36% of sales in 2019.

industry trends

made up 69% of the topical products reviewed. Other major
formats were sticks (7.5%), roll-ons (6%), oils (4%), gels
(3.6%), and patches (3%), making up a total of 24.1%.
Curious about size? The most common size for CBD topicals is 2 oz. Next in line are 1 oz offerings. But sizes do vary
widely. “The relatively small package sizes suggest that, because CBD products are more expensive than similar nonCBD topicals, and many consumers have yet to try them,
brands are balancing quantity with price in order to encourage customers to try these products,” according to CWI.

What’s in CBD Topicals?
The survey results revealed three main types of CBD ingredients used in CPG products: full-spectrum CBD oil, broad-spectrum CBD oil, and isolate, which is 99% or more pure CBD
crystals. The survey defined each as the following:
• F ull-spectrum CBD oil is a sticky oil that has been
extracted from hemp plants, usually using supercritical CO 2 . It typically contains 70% or more CBD, along
with other cannabinoids such as tetrahydrocannabinol
(THC) and cannabigerol (CBG), as well as terpenes and
other natural constituents of the hemp plant.
• B road-spectrum CBD oil is full-spectrum oil that has
been further processed to have the THC removed to
below detectable levels. Though THC can be an important component of cannabis medicines, helping CBD do
its job, many retailers and consumers are wary of THC
and prefer CBD products without it.
• Isolate is 99% or more pure CBD crystals, created by
further purification of CBD oils. Isolate is the easiest
to formulate with because its CBD content is consistent, and it does not impart a scent or flavor. However,
since it does not include other hemp constituents, consumers seeking a more natural, complete “entourage
effect” consider isolate less appealing. It appears as a
variety of names such as pure CBD, ISO99 CBD, and
pharmaceutical-grade CBD.
Of the three ingredients, full spectrum was the most
commonly used CBD ingredient, featured in 35% of all
SKUs. Broad spectrum came in second at 21% and isolate
at 17%. The fourth most common declared CBD ingredient
was hemp extract at 12%. However, CWI said this ingredient suffers from nebulousness and isn’t very helpful to
consumers. Finally, “other” made up the remaining 15% of
SKUs with unspecified CBD sources.
These percentages changed, however, when CWI only
looked at the top 10 CBD topical brands. Broad spectrum
was the most common, found in 49% of all the products reviewed, followed by full-spectrum at 26%, and isolate at 11%.
cannabissciencetech.com
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“When it comes to topicals,
the sky is the limit—CBD
has made its way into almost
every personal care topical
format— from lotions to
face masks.”
“This observation, in which the top-selling brands prefer broad-spectrum CBD as an input, points to a wariness
of the pharmaceutical-like isolate, as well as the THC-containing full spectrum,” the CWI report stated. “This suggests that these brands have found a comfortable middle
ground in broad spectrum between the other two major alternatives, each of which has its own marketplace
drawbacks.”
Of course, CBD topical products are formulated with
other ingredients. And, overall, topical formulations lean
heavily on natural ingredients. The top non-CBD ingredients used are coconut oil, water, and menthol. The top essential oils used are peppermint, eucalyptus, and lavender.
And the top base oils are coconut, shea, and jojoba. Only
25% of the SKUs used the word organic but none were certified organic.

How Much Do CBD Topicals Cost?
CWI found even though the wholesale cost of CBD has
gone down, because of changes in regulations and increased production, the prices of CBD topicals have not.
Why? According to CWI, because formulations have gotten
stronger. However, 80% of CBD topical products contain
less than 500 mg of CBD, with 26% below 100 mg—the
lowest was 5 mg; the highest was 3000 mg. Note: 10% of
the SKUs surveyed did not specify CBD content and were
excluded from this analysis.
In terms of concentration, the most common amount
was 5 mg/mL (11%). Most concentrations (60%) were between 1 mg/mL and 7 mg/mL. The mean concentration
of CBD in topicals was 9.6 mg/mL and 6.42 mg/mL in the
top 10 brands.
Two-thirds of the products surveyed cost between $10–50.
Among the top 10 brands, prices tend to be lower. According
to CWI’s data, 28% were priced between $10–20, while 25%
were between $20–30. A total of 77% were priced between
$10–50. What’s interesting about CWI’s findings is that products made with CBD isolate tended to be more expensive than
full- or broad-spectrum oils, which is odd given that isolate is
the lowest priced of the three ingredients and also the easiest
to formulate with.
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Say What?
As is well-known, product claims, and
more specifically structure-function
claims, are highly regulated by the
U.S. Food and Drug Administration
(FDA). Products that claim to diagnose, cure, mitigate, treat, or prevent
any condition, ailment, or disease are
considered a drug. Naturally, these
regulations also apply to CBD topical
products.
Regardless of regulations, CWI’s
research found brands use four main
ways to communicate CBD’s ability to
reduce pain and inflammation:
• Ignore the rules and take a
chance—make an “inflammation”
or “arthritis” claim
• M ake careful, nonspecific claims
about products being “soothing”
or “revitalizing”

•F
 ormulate with ingredients that
are permitted to make claims. For
example, lidocaine (1%) can use
the claim “pain relief” or “fights
pain,” so formulating with it allows for a pain claim to be made,
as long as it’s within the guidelines of over-the-counter (OTC)
drug rules.
•U
 se claims that are not formally defined such as “recovery” and
“anti-aging”
“The only way for brands to mitigate regulatory risk related to claims
is to have all packaging and communications reviewed by qualified compliance professionals who are wellversed in FDA regulations,” stated
the CWI report. “It is clear that far
too many CBD topicals brands are
skipping this crucial step in product
development.”

Conclusion
It’s clear the CBD market overall has
a lot going on and more oversight and
regulations are needed. Until those
rules and governing bodies come in to
play, watchdog reports such as CWI’s
are here to help the public learn more
about the products they are taking. To
view the full report, visit https://www.
cwiconsultingservices.com/reports.
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Endocannabinoid

Educational Certification Courses
In partnership with Havas ECS, Cannabis Science and Technology®, Cannabis
Patient Care™ are offering this comprehensive training curriculum for all levels
of students—from healthcare professionals to patients, parents, caregivers, and
budtenders. With three different course offerings, you can choose to learn the
basics of the endocannabinoid system or earn continuing medical education
(CME) credits in either a 3-CME course or 12-CME course.

Introduction to Endocannabinoid Medicine: A foundational course designed to
introduce healthcare professionals to the endocannabinoid system (ECS) and its therapeutic potential.
Successful completion of this online learning system confers a total of 3 AMA PRA Category 1 Credits™
and an Introduction to Endocannabinoid Medicine certificate from Cannabis Patient Care™.
Certification in Endocannabinoid Medicine:

A comprehensive course for medical
professionals interested in gaining accredited certification in endocannabinoid medicine. Successful
completion of all four levels modules confers a total of twelve (12) AMA PRA Category 1 Credits™
and a Certificate in Endocannabinoid Medicine from Cannabis Patient Care™.

Certification in Endocannabinoid Science: If you are not a healthcare
professional, but would like to be knowledgeable about endocannabinoid science, this course is
the perfect starting place. This interactive interactive learning system is designed to introduce
any learner to the ECS and its potential therapeutic impact. Those successfully completing this
module receive an Endocannabinoid Science Certificate from Cannabis Patient Care™.

Learn more at
cannabissciencetech.com/courses
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Call our weighing specialists at
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